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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In this interview, return guest Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D., a senior research scientist at MIT who has

been at MIT for over Eve decades, discusses her latest paper, "Innate Immune Suppression by

SARS-CoV-2 mRNA Vaccinations. The Role of G-quadruplexes, Exosomes and MicroRNAs," co-

written with Dr. Peter McCullough, along with two other authors, Dr. Greg Nigh and Dr. Anthony

Kyriakopoulos.

Previously, Nigh and Seneff co-wrote an entire paper detailing the differences between the spike

protein and the COVID jab spike protein. In a non-peer-reviewed research paper just this week

published on the pre-print service authorea, they and their other co-authors delve deeply into the

mechanisms of the COVID shots, showing how they absolutely, in no way, shape or form, are safe

or effective. The shots actually suppress your innate immune system.

"I think McCullough is fantastic and I'm so happy to have him collaborate with me," Seneff

says. "I really hope we will be able to >nd a journal that is willing to publish it. We may

have to seek some kind of alternative media to get it published.

It's really incredible the amount of censorship that's going on right now. I'm in a state of

shock all the time. I just keep thinking it's not going to get any worse, and it's truly going

to get better, and it just seems to keep on getting worse and worse.

I don't know where the end is. It's very discouraging ... Pharma has so much money

behind [them] and they've got it all set up to make sure that nothing gets past them ...

We're hoping to put it up as a preprint, but ... remarkably, they can reject it at the level of

preprint as well. We're working on that angle, but it's not easy. When you're writing

something this radical, they really >ght hard to keep it off the web."

On January 16, 2022, the pre-print service Authorea published this paper on its web site,

assigning it a DOI, thus making it oVcial.

Exceptionally Strong Safety Signals

As noted by Seneff, when you look at the various databases for adverse effects, you can see an

exceptionally strong safety signal — and the COVID shot developers know that. "The numbers are

out of sight," Seneff says, and this goes for all levels of side effects, from mild to catastrophic.

Seneff has been looking at the cancer data, for example, and on average, there are twice as many

reports of cancer following the COVID shots compared to all other vaccines combined over the

last 31 years.

"It's just amazing, because it's overall two times [higher]. Breast cancer, for example, is

three times [higher] for these vaccines in one year, as they are for all the other vaccines

for 31 years. It's a hugely strong signal," Seneff says.

"Lymphoma is also showing up much more frequently with these [COVID shots]. There's

just an amazing signal there in VAERS [the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting

System]."

The fact that the signal is that strong is even more remarkable when you consider that most

people don't think the COVID shot could be a variable in their cancer emergence, so they never

report it. "It puzzles me that they're willing to do such damage to the health of the whole

population of the world. I don't understand that degree of evilness," Seneff says.

Type-1 Interferon Disruption

The shots suppress your innate immune system by inhibiting type-1 interferon. One of the Erst

studies to tip off Seneff and McCullough to this was an Indian study, in which human cells grown

in a culture were exposed to the DNA nanoparticles that instruct them to make SARS-CoV-2 spike

protein, much like the COVID shots do.

The cell strain is called HEK-293. These are cells that were taken from the kidneys of an aborted

fetus in the 1980s and are frequently used in research. While taken from the kidneys, these cells

have neuron-like properties. When programmed to make spike protein, these cells release that

spike protein inside exosomes — lipid nanoparticles inside which the spike protein is packaged.

Exosomes act as a communication network for cells. When a cell is under stress, it releases

exosomes containing some of the molecules that are stressing it. So, in the case of the COVID

shots, the exosomes contain spike protein and microRNA. MicroRNAs are signaling molecules

that are able to in_uence cell function. They cause the cell to change its behavior or metabolism.

Typically, they do this by suppressing certain enzymes.

The Indian study found two speciEc microRNAs inside the exosomes released by these neuron-

like cells: miR-148a and miR-590. The researchers then exposed microglia (immune cells in your

brain) to these exosomes. So, as explained by Seneff, you've got neurons in your brain producing

spike protein, or taking up spike protein that is in circulation, and reacting to it by releasing

exosomes.

The exosomes are then picked up by microglia, the immune cells in your brain. When the immune

cells receive those exosomes, they turn on an in_ammatory response. This is primarily a

response to those microRNAs, the miR-148a and miR-590. Of course, you also have the toxic

spike protein there.

Combined, they cause in_ammation in the brain, which damages neurons. This in_ammation, in

turn, can contribute to a number of degenerative brain disorders. The lipid particles in the COVID

shot, which contain the mRNA, are similar to exosomes, but not identical. They're also very

similar to low-density lipid (LDL) particles.

"I think the exosomes are probably quite a bit smaller. The vaccine particles are bigger.

They're more like an LDL particle. The vaccine particles have cholesterol in their

membrane, and they have lipoprotein. So, they're made to look like an LDL particle.

But then they throw in this cationic lipid, which is really, really toxic — a synthetic cationic

lipid that makes it positively charged. Experimentally, they've found that this lipid, when

the particle is taken up by the cell, is released into the cytoplasm, [where] that mRNA

then makes spike protein.

[The COVID shots] are very cleverly designed, both in terms of protecting the RNA from

getting broken down, and in terms of making the RNA be very eWcient at making spike

protein. It's very different from the mRNA that the virus makes, even though it codes for

the same protein."

Seneff wrote an entire paper  detailing the differences between the viral spike protein and the

COVID jab spike protein, together with Greg Nigh, which was published in the International

Journal of Vaccine Theory, Practice and Research in May 2021. It basically serves as a primer for

understanding what we discuss here.

“ Two microRNAs, miR-148a and miR-590 —
excreted in the exosomes along with the spike
protein — significantly disrupt the type-1
interferon response in any cell, including immune
cells.”

Getting back to the Indian paper cited above, they found that the microglia ended up producing

in_ammation in the brain, and the two microRNAs were central in this process. The miR-148a and

miR-590 were put into those exosomes with the spike protein, and these two microRNAs are able

to signiEcantly disrupt the type-1 interferon response in any cell, including immune cells.

Type-1 interferon also keeps latent viruses like herpes and varicella (which causes shingles)

viruses in check, so if your interferon pathway is suppressed, these latent viruses can also start

to emerge. The VAERS database reveals many who have been jabbed do report these kinds of

infections. Suppressed interferon also raises your risk of cancer and cardiovascular disease.

Type-1 Interferon Response Is Crucial in Viral Infections

As explained by Seneff, the type-1 interferon response is absolutely crucial as the Erst-stage

response to a viral infection. When a cell is invaded by a virus, it releases type-1 interferon alpha

and type-1 interferon beta. They act as signaling molecules that tell the cell that it's been

infected.

That, in turn, launches the immune response and gets it going early in the viral infection. It's been

shown that people who end up with severe SARS-CoV-2 infection have a compromised type-1

interferon response. As noted by Seneff:

"It's ironic that the vaccines are being given to protect you from COVID, yet, they produce

a situation where your immune cells are ill-equipped to >ght SARS-CoV-2 if it gets into

the cell. The trick is, the vaccine produces a tremendous antibody response, and that's

typical of severe disease.

So, the [COVID shot] fools your immune system into thinking that you've had a severe

case of COVID. It's really interesting that way, because it's gotten past the mucosal barrier

of the lungs, it's gotten past the vascular barrier of the blood, into the muscle. Also, it's

been disguised.

The RNA doesn't look like a virus RNA, it looks like a human RNA molecule. Part of the

modi>cations [made to the mRNA in the jab] was to make it very sturdy, so it can't be

broken down. It's also very good at making [spike] protein fast, which also has a problem

because it leads to a lot of errors, which is another issue ...

The immune cells take up the nanoparticles and carry them through the lymph system

into the spleen. Multiple studies have shown that it ends up in the spleen ... the ovaries,

the liver, the bone marrow ... The spleen, of course, is very important for producing

antibodies."

Importantly, the antibody response you get from the COVID shot is exponentially higher than what

you get from natural infection, and research has shown that the level of antibody response rises

with disease severity. So, the shot basically mimics severe infection. In mild infection, you may

not produce any antibodies at all, because the innate immune cells are strong enough to Eght off

the infection without them.

It's when your innate immune system is weak that you get into trouble, and part of that weakness

is a suppressed type-1 interferon response. If your type-1 interferon response is deEcient, your

immune cells are not very capable of stopping the spread of the virus in your body.

According to Seneff, the reason type-1 interferon supplementation has not been recommended

thus far is because you have to time it perfectly in order for the immune cascade to function

properly. Type-1 interferon plays a deEnitive role only at the very earliest stage of the infection.

Once you've entered a moderate or severe infection stage, it's too late to use it.

COVID Shots Confuse Your Immune System

As noted by Seneff, the COVID shots are so unnatural that your immune system doesn't quite

know what to do anymore.

"My impression is that the immune cells don't know what the hell's going on. There's this

toxic protein being produced in massive amounts by the immune cells. That's extremely

unusual. There's no sign of any kind of viral infection because these RNAs look like

human RNAs.

It's as if the human immune cells suddenly decided to make a really toxic protein, and

make lots of it — which is exactly what they're doing — and the immune system is

completely baZed by this. The immune cells have no clue what to do with it.

Of course, these immune cells that are overloaded with all this spike protein, they say,

'I've got to get rid of this stuff,' so they ship it out as these exosomes. The microRNAs [in

the exosomes] think that the recipient cells are going to need those particular signaling

molecules to help it do whatever it needs to do to cope with this toxic load.

So, you're spreading the spike protein around to the rest of the body, just to dissipate the

toxicity you're coping with in the spleen, I think. Those exosomes are also very good for

training antibodies. There was a nice paper that showed the exosomes being released

[have] spike protein in their membrane, the exterior of the exosome.

It's quite cool that the spike protein is displayed there, because this allows the immune

cells — the B-cells and the T-cells that need to get up close and personal to it — to >gure

out how to shape their antibodies. The antibodies get shaped to match the toxic protein

that's exposed on the surface of the exosomes.

After something like 14 days of the second [jab], the exosomes induced an antibody

response. [The researchers] felt the exosomes played a critical role in this extreme

antibody response that was produced by the B-cells and the T-cells, the adaptive immune

system.

But I think the way the vaccine works is that there's no game that you can choose other

than to make antibodies. It's the only way you can >ght this. It's a toxic protein that's

being produced and released by these immune cells, and the only thing you can do to

stop it is to make antibodies.

They try to make lots and lots of antibodies that will glue onto those toxic spike proteins

and block them from being able to get in through the ACE2 receptor. That's the job of the

antibodies. They do a good job of it, initially ... It's true that they do protect you from

disease. Unfortunately, the antibody levels drop pretty dramatically, pretty quickly."

There are also antibodies that enhance disease rather than Eght it, and the level of these

antibodies declines at a slower pace than the protective antibodies. So, after a number of months

you end up with a NEGATIVE immune response. In other words, you're now more prone to

infection than ever before. As explained by Seneff:

"There's a crossover point at which the enhancing antibodies can be stronger than the

protective antibodies, and that's when you can get this antibody dependent enhancement

(ADE) that people have seen in the past with [other] coronavirus vaccines. We're still

trying to see if that's the case with [the COVID jabs]. There is some evidence here and

there, but it's not [conclusive yet]."

The Importance of Cytotoxic T-Cells

After the India study tipped off Seneff and McCullough to the interferon problem, they came

across a Chinese study  that tracked the effect of the COVID jab on the immune system over

time. Here, they discovered that the infection caused an increase in CD8+ T-cells, important

cytotoxic T-cells that actually remove infected cells.

As noted by Seneff, the CD8+ cells are an important part of the defense against SARS-CoV-2.

Importantly, CD8+ T-cells were enhanced in response to natural infection, but not in response to

the COVID shot. They too found type-1 interferon suppression post-jab. So, in the aftermath of

the jab, not only is your Erst-line response depressed — the type-1 interferon response — but

you're also missing the part of the immune response that cleans away infected cells.

The microRNA That InDuences Myocarditis Risk

A third microRNA (mRNA) created by natural SARS-CoV-2 infection is miR-155, and it plays an

important role in heart health. Early on in the pandemic, there were reports of COVID-19 causing

heart problems.

Seneff suspects the miR-155-containing exosomes may also be present post-jab, and may play a

role in the heart damage that's being reported. SpeciEcally, miR-155 is associated with

myocarditis. As mentioned earlier, microRNA suppresses certain proteins that then cause a

complicated cascade response. When a particular protein that is a critical player gets suppressed

by a microRNA, then a whole different cascade takes place.

Why Autoimmune Problems May Arise Post-Jab

The antibodies produced by the jab also have several short peptide sequences in them that have

previously been found in several human cells that are related to autoimmune disease. Seneff

explains:

"Kanduc has written a lot about this. She's an expert on these antibodies ... The [SARS-

CoV-2] spike protein is very overlapped with human protein. That means when you build a

really strong antibody response to the spike protein, those antibodies can get confused

and they can attack a human protein that has a similar sequence.

That's a classic form of autoimmune disease. It's called molecular mimicry. There were

many different proteins that matched. It was quite surprising ... It seems to be very well

designed to induce autoimmune disease, if you produce antibodies to those sequences in

the spike protein."

Neurological Problems in Women

The shots are also tightly associated with neurological problems such as uncontrollable tremors

and shaking. Curiously, this side effect disproportionally affects women. The mechanism here

again involves the exosomes. Seneff explains:

"I feel there's a very strong signal for the idea, which I'm pushing, that you have those

immune cells in the spleen making spike protein and releasing it in exosomes. It's been

shown in studies on Parkinson's disease that those exosomes travel along nerve >bers.

They'll go along the splanchnic nerve, they'll hook up with the vagus nerve, they'll go up to

the brain and get into all these different nerves in the brain. When you look at the VAERS

database, you see tremendous signals for all kinds of things that suggest different

nerves are being in_amed.

For example, there are 12,000 cases of tinnitus associated with the COVID-19 vaccine,

and that's only what's reported. Tinnitus is a strong signal. Tinnitus is going to be

in_ammation of the auditory nerve. This means you have to go all the way from the

spleen, up the vagus nerve, and then connect to the auditory nerve to cause tinnitus.

Then you have Bell's palsy, which is in_ammation of the facial nerve. You have migraine

headache. There are over 8,000 cases of migraine headache, which is linked to an

in_ammation of the trigeminal nerve.

It probably also goes, I suspect, along the nerve >bers of the spinal column, which may

be causing some of these cases where they're >nding paralysis. People have a lot of

mobility issues connected with these vaccines.

I see the possibility of causing a lot of disturbances to the myelin sheath, and we talk

about that in the paper. It involves, again, complex signaling. You can get to the myelin

sheath problem through the type-1 interferon disruption.

That, again, involves something called interferon response factor 9 IRF9. This protein

triggers the production of sulfatide in the liver, and this protein gets suppressed by these

microRNAs that I mentioned earlier."

Sulfatide, an important lipid carrier, is the only sulfonated lipid in the human body. Your liver

makes most of the sulfatide, which is then carried by your platelets (blood cells) to other areas in

your body. The myelin sheath contains high amounts of sulfatide. It's part of what protects the

myelin sheath. In demyelinating diseases, that sulfatide erodes, ultimately allowing the myelin to

be attacked.

Seneff believes the COVID jab results in signiEcant myelin damage, thanks to these in_ammatory

exosomes. This damage does not necessarily show up right away, although some jab recipients

experience acutely devastating effects. It could take 10 years or more before a demyelinating

disease sets in.

"I think we're going to see people getting these neurodegenerative diseases earlier and

earlier in life than they used to," Seneff says, "and I think anybody who already has any of

these diseases is going to have accelerated progression."

We May Soon See an Explosion of Parkinson's Cases

Disturbingly, loss of smell and dysphagia, the inability to swallow, are both signs of Parkinson's

disease, and both of these conditions are being reported post-jab by the thousands. So, in years

to come, we could be looking at an explosion of Parkinson's.

"Parkinson's studies have shown that you can get pathogens in the gut that produce a

prion-like protein, which is what the spike protein is. The immune cells then take it up and

take it to the spleen. This, of course, causes stress.

A stressed immune cell in the spleen upregulates and produces more alpha-synuclein.

Alpha-synuclein is a molecule that >ghts infection, and that's the molecule that misfolds

in association with Parkinson's disease.

I'm fascinated with all of these molecules that are prion-like. There's the prion protein

itself, which is associated with CJD, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, but then there's the

alpha-synuclein and amyloid beta, there's TDP-43, which is associated with ALS.

All of those diseases are overrepresented in the VAERS database for the COVID shots,

compared to all the other vaccines combined over 31 years. It's just completely out of

line.

There are 58 cases of Alzheimer's in association with the COVID vaccines, and 13 in
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There are 58 cases of Alzheimer's in association with the COVID vaccines, and 13 in

association with all the other vaccines over 31 years. That's several times more — 58

versus 13.

CJD is also much more common. It's almost seven times as common in the COVID

vaccine cases. CJD is a terrible disease. You get very crippled and die after a few years.

That's the classic prion protein [disease]. It's extremely rare. Only 1 in 1 million gets CJD.

There was a person who contacted me from France whose wife got CJD just a few weeks

after the second vaccine. He was absolutely convinced the vaccine caused it. There are

actually 27 cases [of CJD] reported in VAERS for the COVID-19 vaccines, against only

four cases over the entire history of all other vaccines combined."

Health Problems We Can Expect to See More Of

In time, Seneff predicts we'll see a dramatic increase in infections and cancers of all types,

autoimmune diseases, neurodegenerative diseases and reproductive issues. As mentioned,

research has demonstrated that the spike protein accumulates in the spleen and women's

ovaries.

Without doubt, in_ammation in the ovaries is not a good thing. Men also report swollen testes,

and that could be indicative of in_ammation as well. Preliminary data show women who get the

jab within the Erst 20 weeks of pregnancy have a miscarriage rate of 82% to 91%.  There are also

VAERS reports describing fetal damage. Of course, it could also impair future fertility.

As described earlier, some antibodies produced by the jab can react to human proteins. One

protein that is similar to the spike protein that the antibodies attack is syncytin, which is essential

for the fertilization of the egg. The concern is that the antibodies might attack and destroy

syncytin, thereby disrupting and preventing implantation in the placenta.

Omicron — A Blessing in Disguise?

The jabs also perpetuate COVID, with ever-new variants of the virus.

"In the >rst paper that Greg and I wrote, we predicted the vaccines would cause an

increased emergence of variants of spike protein, altered versions of the virus, under the

pressure of the vaccine," Seneff says.

"Indeed, it looks to me like that's what's happening. But I'm really hopeful with Omicron,

because Omicron looks like it's a milder virus, but incredibly infectious. It'll _ash through

the population and give everybody, essentially, a vaccine. It's kind of like a natural

vaccine, I think.

[Research] showed that ... having had Omicron, you were protected, to some extent, from

Delta. Delta's disappearing anyway, because Omicron is chasing it out. It's really great. I

think Omicron is God's gift from heaven."

That blessing may be canceled out in those who have received multiple COVID jabs, however.

Each dose erodes your immune response, such that it becomes increasingly compromised with

each jab. Again, this has to do with the suppression of type-1 interferon, discussed earlier.

What Catalyzes Damage in Athletes?

More than 400 cases of serious heart problems and death have also been reported among

professional athletes,  who are some of the healthiest people on the planet. What mechanism

can account for this phenomenon? How is it that the COVID jabs can cause enough damage to

take out young people with optimized biology?

Seneff suspects that being Et might cause you to have more ACE2 receptors in the heart, and the

S1 portion of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein binds to the ACE2 receptor. She believes the spike

protein is being delivered to the heart via exosomes, by way of the vagus nerve, and, again, the

miR-155 exosome is associated with heart problems.

Additionally, when the S1 spike protein binds to the ACE2 receptor,  it disables the receptor. When

you disable ACE2, you get an increase in ACE, which causes high blood pressure and elevates

angiotensin 2. When angiotensin 2 is overexpressed, you can get intense in_ammation in the

heart. If you're engaging in intense exertion and your heart is in_amed, you can trigger cardiac

arrest, which is what we see in many of these athlete cases. They're collapsing on the Eeld.

G-Quadruplexes

Another focus of Seneff's and McCullough's paper is something called G4 or G-quadruplexes.

"G-quadruplexes are really fascinating, and I don't have a handle on them at all," Seneff

says. "It's hard biology, even harder than a lot of the other stuff that I've been reading ...

G4s are basically an arrangement of [guanines]. Guanines are one of the four nucleotides

that make up DNA or RNA. Guanine is the G in the G4. What happens is that a sequence

of nucleotides on a DNA or an RNA string can fold in on itself and form G-quadruplexes.

It's four guanines, at different places on the protein, winding back around and sticking

together.

There's a metal in the middle — often potassium or calcium — that helps to stabilize

these G4s. The interesting thing about them is that they make the water around them

structured. They make gelled water [aka exclusion zone (EZ) water] ...

Those G4s can form in the DNA, and that actually keeps it from becoming active. [The

DNA] doesn't get converted into RNA, and it doesn't make protein if it has those G4s.

Probably, the EZ water doesn't allow anything to get close. Think of it as being stuck in a

gel.

There are a lot of G4s in the promoter regions of these DNA sequences, and there are lots

of proteins that have these G4s in their promoter region. Interestingly, there are certain

proteins that can unravel them. There are proteins that can bind to them and cause the

G4 to undo, and that activates or allows the protein to be expressed.

It's a regulatory element that controls which proteins get to be expressed from the DNA.

Many of the proteins that have these G4s in their promoter are cancer oncogenes. As

long as they stay gelled, they're inactive, but if they become ungelled, they become

active.

It turns out that prion proteins ... [are] made from RNA, and the RNA has these G4s. The

protein can bind to the G4s in the RNA and both of them react. The theory is that the

protein becomes prion-like. These prion proteins have two ways to be, one is safe and

one is not safe, and the G4s increase the risk for prion protein misfolding.

The presence of those G4s, and the meeting with those G4s, increases the risk of

misfolding in the prion-like con>guration.  The interesting thing about that is that spike

protein is a prion-like protein. The RNA they built for the [COVID jab], they did something

called codon optimization, which involved putting a lot more guanines into the RNA than

[found] in the original [virus]. They enhanced the guanine.

Enhancing the guanine means increasing the number of G4s, which means increasing the

risk of the spike protein misfolding into a prion like protein. I think that the G4s increase

the risk, the danger of spike protein [acting] as a prion-like protein.

But we don't really know what the consequence of having all these G4 RNAs in the

cytoplasm will be. We have massive numbers of these RNAs sitting there with their G4s.

What is that going to do to the rest of the G4 regulatory process? We do not know.

Nobody knows. Nobody has a clue."

Summary

To summarize the central point of Seneff's latest paper, the COVID jab causes alpha interferon

suppression, which weakens your immune system. Indeed, regulators in the European Union are

now warning that repeat COVID shots can weaken overall immunity.

The primary mechanism is the impairment of alpha interferon response, which is essential for the

proper activation of your innate immune system, your cellular immunity, mostly your T-cells and

killer cells. When functioning properly, the cell launches the type-1 interferon response as soon

as it's infected with a virus.

It triggers the immune cells to come in, kill the virus and remove the debris. This activates the

humoral component of your immune system, the antibody production, which takes longer. (That's

why they say you are not protected until 14 days after the injection.)

How is type-1 interferon suppressed by the jab? It's suppressed because type-1 interferon

responds to viral RNA, and viral RNA is not present in the COVID shot. The RNA is modiEed to

look like human RNA molecule, so the interferon pathway is not triggered. Worse, the interferon

pathway is actively suppressed by the large number of spike proteins produced from the mRNA in

the shot, and by the microRNAs in the exosomes released by the stressed immune cells.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored

Library has Enally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again

able to share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to

access my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com

before anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on

Substack.



Access Now

!  "  #
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love Stephanie Seneff, a great researcher with a wonderful warm personality. So thank you Stephanie and Joe Mercola for the

important info. ~~ * ~~ In this article she talks about proteins (with G4s in their promoter) that are potential oncogenes (cancer).

However as long as the G4s stay gelled with structured (EZ) water, Stephanie said, they're inactive, but if they become ungelled, they

become active. Another problem is that the activated G4s increase the risk for prion protein misfolding (Alzheimer).

So we want the G4s to be gelled. ~~ * ~~ Thus it seems quite important to know what can promote the protective EZ water, to keep the

G4s gelled. Well, structured (EZ) water forms on any hydrophilic (water loving) surface when it is exposed to light, like ultraviolet (UV),

but infrared light is the most powerful, and only infrared gets inside our body. Studies support the ability of near infrared light (NIR) to

penetrate through the skull and up to 4 cm into brain tissue. In soft tissue even deeper.

Google for the many other beneEts of NIR and infrared light, like see photobiomodulation therapy. It also lowers in_ammation in our

cells in at least two ways. This is what dr Mercola said in 2017 about NIR:

www.biontologyarizona.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Photobiomodulatio..   New research found that NIR also boost ATP (more

energy), NO (better blood _ow) and NIR produces super anti-oxidant melatonin in mitochondria, where it is most needed to reduce ROS.

Oral melatonin is not a substitute for this, prof.Seheult explains in his video. NIR stimulate the production of collagen and elastin (less

wrinkles). Sunlight gives NIR, in the morning without harmful UV. Also you can buy not too expensive NIR light bulbs. NIR beneEts with

Covid-19 and mitochodria, explained by prof. Seheult: www.youtube.com/watch  , which shows some interesting graphics, like we are

getting only a fraction of NIR that we use to get in the 1800's.
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Well-deserved praise from the Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D. Since 2008, she has written more than three dozen peer-reviewed journal

articles on these topics. She has published a book on glyphosate, titled "Toxic Legacy: How the Weedkiller Glyphosate Is

Destroying Our Health and the Environment," which was published by Chelsea Green Publishers on July 1, 2021.

isom.ca/.../stephanie-seneff  In this article, Dr. recounts the connection between glyphosate and COVID-19.

Glyphosate, one of the world's most toxic chemicals, may be the key to why some people get seriously ill from COVID-19. Her

recent interests have focused on the role of toxic chemicals and micronutrient deEciencies in health and disease, with a special

emphasis on the widespread herbicide glyphosate and the mineral sulfur. “I am a senior research scientist at MIT. I have devoted

over 12 years to trying to understand the role of toxic chemicals in the deterioration of human health.

I have been particularly focused on Eguring out what has been driving the skyrocketing rates of autism in America and around

the world. My research strongly suggests that glyphosate (the active ingredient in the weed killer Roundup) is a primary cause of

the autism epidemic in the United States. When the COVID-19 pandemic began its march across the world, I started to consider

whether glyphosate might play a role.” greenstories.co.in/connecting-the-dots  
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Reports link mRNA vaccines to prion diseases. People did not have these diseases before the injection and suddenly develop

them after the injection. Professor Byram Bridle was disclosing the FOIA request on PEzer's vaccine biodistribution data, he

mentioned that the spike protein was associated with Lewy body formation, which is linked to prion diseases. He expressed

concern that vaccines could cause prion diseases such as dementia, Alzheimer's and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD).

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../proof-covid-vaccines-cause-prion  Luc Montagnier claims to have detected Eve cases of prion

disease in young, healthy people in temporary proximity to the administration of the COVID-19 injectable product. I stand behind

his claim. Montagnier called for the release of these COVID-19 injectable biologics to be stopped immediately.

jessicar.substack.com/.../prion-diseases-are-no-joke  Stephanie Seneff's article on prion disease and COVID vaccines

dpbh.nv.gov/uploadedFiles/dpbhnvgov/content/Boards/BOH/Meetings/2021/S..  Article by Bart Classen linking vaccines and

prion diseases scivisionpub.com/pdfs/covid19-rna-based-vaccines-and-the-risk-of-prion..  SARS-CoV-2 causes brain

in_ammation and induces Lewy body formation in macaques www.biorxiv.org/.../2021.02.23.432474v1  SARS-CoV-2 Prion-Like

Domains in Spike Proteins Enable Higher AVnity to ACE2 www.preprints.org/.../v1  
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Being as glyphosate seems to be part of the equation, would glycine, broken cell chlorella, or milk thistle help the liver & body

purge the 'Surge' of offenders? Possibly I believe it's something called goldenseal??? Glycine is said to purge glyphosate out of

our bodies. Milk thistle, broken cell chlorella possibly goldenseal help the liver get rid of toxins. Being the brain is affected by

Jab/s produced prion or prion like substances, doesn't this help explain the brain fog? Would MCT oil help with cleaning them

out?
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Seneff has identiEed one of myriad factors responsible for innate immune system destruction from the inoculations. Dr. Bhakdi,

summarizing the results of Efteen autopsies on post-inoculation people, states that the lymph nodes are inEltrated by the

inoculant, with the lymph node cells expressing spike protein on the surface, and being destroyed by the killer cells of the

immune system (see the following short video, starting at 9:00: www.bitchute.com/.../gu3nLD7edCnI ). So, not only is

complement being suppressed, but lymphocyte response as well.
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Good day Gui; What does your research say of the autism spike in Ireland where the rates are even higher than the US (If I

remember correctly)? Do they use Round Up and like substances also as heavily as the US does? I can’t remember the rates of

autism in Ireland but I was stunned when I read them. Also on the show The Truth About Vaccines, it was shown that the over

use of Tylenol and a like were one of the causes.

When I Erst started teaching in 1997, my second profession, the rate of autism in this country was around 1 in 1200 if I

remember correctly and the last I read it is now 1 in 44. No one speaks on it. But I do the increase in the vaccine schedule goes

hand-in-hand also.  What a toxic world we are living in and so many are oblivious to it all.
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Hi nothingsound. Data is telling us that the rise in autism is happening in many countries. Dr. Mercola reported that in the

mid-1960s, the rate of autism was 1 in 10,000. In 2012, it had been shot at 1 in 88.  In 2016, it was 1 in 68, and now it's 1 in 44

8-year-olds. In Northern Ireland schools it has more than tripled in a decade. In 2020/21, 4.5% of children aged four to 16 had

been identiEed as having autism, up from 1.2% in 2009. A child's risk of developing autism may increase if he is exposed to

pesticides while in the womb or during the Erst year of life, a new study suggests.

The study examined nearly 3,000 people diagnosed with autism in California-

www.irishtimes.com/news/health/infant-and-prenatal-exposure-to-pestici..  As reported by Dr. Mercola, research found that

more than 1 in 10 mothers of autistic children had antibodies associated with autoimmunity that reacted adversely with proteins

in the baby's brain, There is a possibility that antibodies from the Whuan l coronavirus “vaccines” play a role in autism spectrum

disorder ASD is extremely problematic, since autoimmune diseases are a potential effect. Women, in particular, are suffering

from neurological dysfunction as a result of COVID In the same article by Dr. Mercola, Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D., believes that

glyphosate is a major cause or contributor to autism: 1) It alters your gut microbiome. 2) Alters peristalsis: a characteristic that

is very common in children with autism. 3) Inhibits the release of bile acids.  4) Alters digestive enzymes: Many autistic children

seem to have a lack of digestive enzymes. www.hilarispublisher.com/open-access/the-possible-link-between-autism-..
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It's not just the MMR vaccine that causes autism and other learning disabilities. The DPT vaccine for diphtheria and whooping

cough is similarly questionable, according to Dr. Jerome Murphy, MD, former chief of pediatric neurology at Milwaukee Children's

Hospital, who cautions that DTP is strongly correlated with causing seizures in childhood. We should list mercury in _u shots as

thimerosal. Keep an eye out for aluminum in vaccines, as aluminum helps mercury cross the blood-brain barrier, leading to

autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) of all kinds.

Dr. William Thompson and his team found a strong association between vaccines and autism, but they did as their bosses told

them and changed the study parameters to get rid of the association, so the CDC wouldn't have to report it to the public. The CDC

recommends 70 doses of 16 vaccines for today's child. Today, 1 in 36 children has autism. There has been a 30,000 percent

increase in autism since the early 1980s, during which time we have nearly quadrupled the number of vaccines given to children.

eu.tennessean.com/story/news/politics/2018/12/12/tennessee-mark-green-..

 www.naturalhealth365.com/cdc-mmr-vaccine-2023.html

 healthimpactnews.com/2016/more-evidence-from-cdc-whistle-blower-on-aut..

 www.naturalhealth365.com/vaccine-dangers-1992.html  Just take a good look at the ingredients listed on each vaccine's

package insert, and only your common sense tells you about the dangers of vaccines. healthwyze.org/.../60-vaccine-secrets  
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She is brilliant and also has a heart for humanity. Something most scientist have lost due to the patent laws. Money is the root of

all evil. It is a shame that her research is completely ignored by the mainstream.
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nothingsound and Gui- There is mounting evidence that autism is more prevalent when conception starts in early to mid winter

months due to having little sun exposure thus having low Vitamin D levels. That may explain why autism seems to be more

common in northern latitudes. The RDA in the U.S. for Vitamin D is still between 400 and 800 iu's per day during pregnancy which

is far too low.

The risk of autism decreases if the mother has a D level of at least 30-50 and it takes a lot more than 400 iu's per day to achieve

that. People with darker skin need more Vit D than lighter skin people. Also having and maintaining a good during and after

childbirth reduces affects of postpardum depression (PPD). The desired level is still up for debate but 30-50 should be adequate

 www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC4848704  www.spectrumnews.org/news/vitamin-d-linked-lowered-autism-risk-large-s..

 www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC3659910  
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Yes, the increase in autism mirrors the population wide decrease in vitamin D levels since the sunscare of the 1970s and the

advent of obsessive sunscreen use. In fact, some of the midline cerebellar damage observed in autistics is related to Purkinje

cell malformations related to chronic vitamin D deEciency. In a signiEcant number of autistics a phenomenon of spontaneous

remission can occur when the family moves from a vitD deEcient environment to a vitD replete one such as a move from NY to

Florida.
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Why sunlight is important. In the winter at mid to polar latitudes, the effects and beneEts will be reduced and vitamin D from

foods and supplements will be necessary, but any sunlight is better than none.  Here's an article on sunlight and vitaminD for the

interested: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC3897598  
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Darzoum
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March on Washington D.C., today, "Defeat the Mandates"

live.childrenshealthdefense.org/dc-defeat-the-mandates-livestream?utm_..    Dr. Robert Malone: Press Release: On The Eve of

Washington March, COVID Declaration rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/press-release-on-the-eve-of-washington?token..  
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Yes, Fundamental assumptions. According to a report by Dr. Mercola, this article reports that glyphosate in particular is working

synergistically with most other factors to increase toxic effects. Furthermore, it is proposed that glyphosate causes insidious

damage through its action as an amino acid analog of glycine, and that this interferes with natural protective mechanisms

against other exposures. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC6695815  (2019) .

Glycine also plays an important role in Eghting in_ammation, as I explained in my article "Glycine Suppresses Oxidative Damage

by Inhibiting Superoxide NOX Production and Increasing NADPH Levels," and is used in the process of detox. As a result of

glyphosate toxicity, many people do not have suVcient glycine levels for eVcient detoxiEcation.
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All the toxins we live with today play a huge role in the increase of diseases especially autoimmune and autism. Upon my Erst

visit with a functional md it was discovered that I had both MTHFR gene mutations. I had quite a few health issues at the time

and all but migraines completely disappeared after changing some things without taking any prescription meds. These

mutations affect your body’s ability to detox.

If you have either or both of these mutations and don’t take extra steps to detox you will be affected negatively in some way. I

also came across a study years ago regarding this mutation and autism. It was a small testing group but all autistic kids who

were tested had at least one of these mutations. I’ve always thought that childhood vaccines play a role in autism.

After stumbling upon this study it all made sense to me. If you have the mutation and can’t detox properly, then your subjected to

toxins via the shots it makes sense that you’d be more likely to have severe responses such as autism. It’s extremely important to

implement detox protocols every day. I wasn’t aware I had this mutation when my son was born and am forever thankful we

chose not to get him vaxxed since he likely has at lease one of the mutations.
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Thanks Pete and Gui for this info. I did not know anyone was investigating this connection, nor the connection with this chemical

and autism.
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Stephanie Seneff and Anthony Samsel published a series of papers on glyphosate. in "Glyphosate pathways to modern diseases

VI: Prions, amyloidoses and autoimmune neurological diseases", Journal of Biological Physics and Chemistry 17 (2017), 15

March 2017, the authors reported Ending glyphosate residue in nineteen different vaccines listed in Table 4. The authors wrote in

the abstract: "Most disturbing is the presence of glyphosate in many popular vaccines including the measles, mumps, and

rubella (MMR) vaccine, which we have veriEed here for the Erst time. Contamination may come through bovine protein, bovine

calf serum, bovine casein, egg protein and/or gelatin."
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I learnt a few years ago about photobiomodulation therapy from Dr Keith Scott-Mumby. There is a video of him demonstrating

the vielight. https://youtu.be/nRMbsHenNzQ . Maybe Dr Mercola could continue to research this technology and maybe make

these devices more known and available to the public and earn some well deserved revenues so that he can continue to support

individual people in their journey of taking control of their health and groups Like The Childrens' Health Defence, the OCA and all

the other worthy organisations promoting health freedoms.
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Congratulations to Stephanie Seneff, PhD, for her excellent research. The evidence of the serious dangers of "vaccines" is continually

being reaVrmed with alarmingly serious effects exposed by Dr. Stephanie Seneff in her excellent research reviewed by Dr. Mercola. The

Drs. Mike Yeadon, Luc Montagnier and Vladimir Zelenko also believe that COVID-19 vaccines could reduce life expectancy by several

decades.

Dr. Stephanie Seneff also reported on a wide range of induced pathologies, protein transmission from a vaccinated person to an

unvaccinated person, ADE, and possible DNA damage. ijvtpr.com/.../51  Now we are seeing the biggest crime: "vaccinating" children. Dr.

Seneff argues that "vaccines" are extremely dangerous, especially for children. Through the prion-like action of the spike protein, we are

likely to see an alarming increase in several major neurodegenerative diseases… with increasing prevalence among increasingly

younger populations,” Ella Seneff wrote.

www.brighteon.com/1dcecc18-c711-40b5-841a-ebe73092f18f  Professor Byram Bridle also noted that the spike protein was

associated with the formation of Lewy bodies, which is linked to prion disease.

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../proof-covid-vaccines-cause-prion  Over a thousand scientiEc studies prove that COVID-19 vaccines are

dangerous, and all those who push this agenda are committing the indictable offense of gross misconduct in public oVce. The

Medicines and Healthcare Regulatory Agency (MHRA) received advance warning of the large number of expected adverse reactions

prior to deployment, conErming the premeditated nature of the crime and public conduct offences. The report of the damages and

deaths is extensive and is detailed in the link with a list of 1,011 studies.

COVID-19 VACCINES: PROOF OF LETHALITY. OVER ONE THOUSAND SCIENTIFIC STUDIES

www.globalresearch.ca/covid-19-vaccines-scientiEc-proof-lethality/576..  (01/21/2022)
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To this we must add other toxins that alter the immune system such as glyphosate and 5G. Stephanie Seneff, PhD, one of the key

aspects of glyphosate toxicity is the destruction of innate immunity. Glyphosate weakens our innate immune system's ability to

ward off COVID-19. By her explanation, forcing our "adaptive immune system has to kick into action in a big way," leading to the

infamous cytokine storm and subsequent organ damage.

www.naturalhealth365.com/glyphosate-and-covid-link-3957.html  People who have received mRNA vaccines will experience

suppressed DNA repair, which will increase exposures to 5G radiation, and other toxins causing disease and cancer.

www.brighteon.com/cb351cd3-6c94-4f2b-a05d-bbda757d4472  Prolonged exposure to 5G and 4G radiation can damage cells,

tissues, proteins, and DNA, as well as suppress natural immunity.

www.thebigwobble.org/2020/12/5-and-4g-is-linked-to-cell-and-tissue.htm..  
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Subjecting children to these jabs is the greatest crime against humanity to date. It is tragic and heartbreaking.
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Thank you for your very insightful posts. Just wondering if there is a correlating increase in MSA-C and MSA-P?
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juststeve
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What kind of people would subject children, anybody for that matter, to anything affecting their quality of life, their ability to

function, the most likely dramatic shortening of their years of Life? Yet Predator$ call the 99% the unwashed, useless eaters,

surplus population...no...rubber & glue, bounces off us & sticks to them.
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Gui, The covid virus itself generates spike proteins..yes? If the splanchnic/vagus/auditory travel of exosomes and microglial

in_ammation, then that would explain the attacks of vertigo I and several friends experienced eary '20...and the headaches and

tinnitus. As far as EZ water, that is a re_ection of body voltage potential and how sauna, Vit C, all antioxidants work...and

increase interferon....I developed no antibodies, the stated goal of vaxxing..the same antibodies that can later result in

autoimmune conditions.. The plot of our dishonest dystopian degeneration thickens.
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COVID VACCINE MANDATES STRONGLY OPPOSED IN EUROPE, US AS VACCINE FAILURES INCREASE

 www.theepochtimes.com/covid-vaccine-mandates-strongly-opposed-in-europ..  (01/23/2022)
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https:Yes, that would do it, if there was a Law. Unfortunately, the legal systems, of almost all countries on this earth, are so

CORRUPTED; bringing them to so called 'justice' wouldn't work. It is a big club and we are not in it. This corruption is astronomical and

endemic through out their structured society, in which we exist.!! Beautiful song! Keep the jabs away from our children/grand children.

My heart goes out to any mother faced with this jab tyranny. Pink Floyd.... https://youtu.be/HrxX9TBj2zY  Keep getting the message out

there and please show love and compassion to any parent who has succumbed to the lies - their only crime, they trusted their

governments! Beautiful song! Keep the jabs away from our children/grand children. My heart goes out to any mother faced with this jab

tyranny. Keep getting the message out there and please show love and compassion to any parent who has succumbed to the lies - their

only crime, they trusted their governments! I'm not a hippy, but really feel we need to protect the children I'm an indigenous Korri/Elder

The children are our future, our hope, our way forward  And....Hands off our children...https://youtu.be/awubhTvChKI
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Leahoz do not despair, this is what 'they' want you to think - it is not true as they believe that everyone can be bought. The legal

system is alive and well in many countries and their law cases, which they are winning by the way against this tyranny, have

stopped many actions. Check out the Indian Bar Association - just for one and what happened in Weimar

truthcomestolight.com/judge-who-declared-regional-lockdowns-unconstitu..  . Whatever happens around the World has a

knock-on effect in every other country - all these lawyers and judges (yes there are good judges) have been joining forces to offer

free help and information sharing to each other and that has been going on since mid 2020 but you won't here about it in the

MSM - get on the alternative platforms, use ecosia and duckduckgo as search engines and take good heart that things are

moving on the legal front - and fast.
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Thank you, Sue12Cross, there is a pain in my heart, that the children will be sterilise, so that the next generation of adults will not

be viable and our species will shrink extraordinary. Such genetic loss is bad. sorry Sue, I'm afraid it it all about, more than control,

but about this is forcing people to move into this 'virtual world'. Sorry Sue, I'm sad today www.bitchute.com/.../JtyeJWGkakQ9  
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Do not be, I know it is easy for me to say and sometimes in the course of this, I have felt disheartened too, fear and anxiety is

their weapon. Turn that fear into action, spread the truth of what is really happening and the pushback all around the World that

gives us all positivity. Above all do not believe the touted Egures for the unjabbed - they are no where near as many people and

certainly not children who have been inoculated - 5 million plus unjabbed in England as touted by government ministries and

MSM but the government's own Egures show 23 million unjabbed with 8 million of those being children. Another most important

factor, is that this campaign has highlighted how pharma has done this to children before and without informed consent.

For example, in 2009 in Andhra Pradesh 16,000 girls between the ages of nine and 15 were given Gardisil the (HPV) vaccine

manufactured by Merck and another 14,000 girls in residential tribal schools given a GSK variation of the vaccine. Many fell ill

(including life-changing conditions) tragically some died. Afterwards it was discovered the vaccine consent had often been

signed by the hostel wardens and not the children nor the parents, which is a violation. It was also found that both children and

parents could not read the only two languages in which the consent forms were written.

This is just one of many cases in India that have been brought to light by the present law cases. Vaccine uptake is low in India

and in Africa because they've already seen what goes on and we who were ignorant of these children's suffering and deaths now

see what has been happening and for decades to others. It's not just Africa and India but all around the World, wherever they

have been able to get away with administering drugs. This is what India is doing now - they know the information is spreading

worldwide: indianbarassociation.in/worlds-Erst-vaccine-murder-case-against-bill-..  
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Yes...In the name of all that is Holy...Keep Your Hands Off Our Children. nuff said.
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Leahoz    most of us here probably have had days of despair over the plight of our world. When humor and punching holes in

doors fails me (the latter not recommended) and Pollyannaish pretense only makes me angry, I'm still open to wholesome

workarounds that doesn't sweep my then mental state under the mat. Around a year ago focused breathing and doing a partial

Wim Hof method served me well but I gradually abandoned it as the weather grew warmer. His breathing technique proved

beneEcial even more than long vigorous walks.

But that cold water component was a hill I didn't even attempt to climb so I can only partially speak from experience. No excuses

though. I'm going to give those chilly showers an honest go even if it's a degree less at a time and in the spirit of daring suggest

you give his breathing method a try as a useful tool against the blues.  www.bitchute.com/.../hMqx9imXkPUw  
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The key to our liberty is bearing in mind it's a much bigger club and we're ALL in it.
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Must watch - it's happening now in UK - is spreading : Live Criminal Investigation against the Plandemic Jab pushers.. and its

about time! www.bitchute.com/.../YCPVoHIDjO51  
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Leahoz That was a beautiful song, it touched my heart. Thank you.
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@MoMac 46, Thank you for response, @Hands off our children...I Worry, I may have to bring up my gandchildren, because the

adults may be dead in 2-3 years. This SCARES me.
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Leahoz-that song Ets perfectly. I was saddened and sickened when my daughter and her husband went ahead and got the jab for

my 5 and 7:year old grandchildren. We had sent her information prior only to be told “stop, I want to do my own research”. And

like you, I am afraid I will be raising them or resuscitating them when I watch their sporting events.
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So, in effect, the jabs are giving those who receive them AIDS (acquired immunodeEciency syndrome). Fauci knows a thing or three

about that. He will come to know a thing or three about what happens to those who are tools of tyrants, but alas, not soon enough.
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In addition, many damages and deaths can never be demonstrated because they act over time and not with pathologies and

immediate deaths after the "vaccines". The evidence is showing that we are facing a pandemic of vaccinated patients Elling

hospitals because between the ADE and the weakness of the immune system caused by the vaccines, people die. Time will

increase cases of immunodeEciency, associated with cancer that is already on the rise. It is not Covid, it is the vaccines and

previous pathologies resulting from dietary patterns of the FDA in tune with the agri-food industries of junk food that cause

obesity and associated diseases.

The fact that booster shots are now required every 6 months is a clear recognition that booster shots stop working within a few

months. The real answer behind the repeat booster is that covid vaccines destroy the immune system and leave people

absolutely helpless to mount an immune response against pathogens  A person injected with mRNA gene therapy will also have

compromised immunity against common strains of the _u. In essence, they have become vaccine-induced “AIDS” patients with

collapsed immunity against everything This is the real depopulation agenda.

www.brighteon.com/02ed1877-6dc1-4b6d-8f0f-ad92b54eea19  (Dec 1, 2021)
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True that, balhawk, been thinking about that for quite some time.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Balhawk, There's good news out of Israel - the 4th booster didn't work against Omicron.  2. - And this came out mid-January:

European Medicines Agency (EMA) Warns Repeated Booster Shots Could Cause “Immune Response” Problems -

thecovidworld.com/european-medicines-agency-ema-warns-repeated-booster..  - and 3. Croatian MEP Mislav Kolakušić BLASTS

French President Emmanuel Macron For Ignoring Serious COVID Vaccine Side Effects -

thecovidworld.com/mep-mislav-kolakusic-blasts-french-president-emmanue..  _______ Having these presidents pointing Engers

may be a good thing, a sign of the response script being tossed.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Balhawk - Apparently the Marburg virus has arrived according to Ted of the WHO Though its really the booster shot that people

got and are ill with but will get blamed on this marburg as symptoms like blood clots and bleeding are similar. Then with this new

fear they can do a new test and a new Rivax vaccine, and the people will roll their sleeves up again. Fauci Bill Gates and all

involved are pure evil.
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Detox detox detox. Do not lose faith in your body's design to heal. There is nothing these tyrants can do that cannot be healed We are

created for healing I know many who are battling cancer Most took the shots. They scare those that have had cancer into taking them.

It is a crime We need to Ex the government education system or demolish it. Humans need to think for themselves again Imagine if the

majority was still able to do that: would we have bowed down to a virus with a 99% survival rate  Imagine if the brave men stopped

eating the poison and got the testosterone levels back to normal rates Would the corrupt governments been able to shut it all down for

no reason  Destroy an entire generation of children  I think not.
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Croatian MEP stands up in the European Parliament and tells Macron 'Today you said you were proud that there is no death penalty in

Europe..Tens of thousands of Europeans have died due to vaccine side effects..Mandatory vaccines represent the death penalty and its

execution for many citizens...' He says a lot more too: brandnewtube.com/watch/croation-mep-say-039-s-it-like-it-is-to-macron_..  Oh

and you remember that Metropolitan Criminal Investigation in the UK, the one the BBC published on its website denying it exists, well

here's a Consultant Pharmacists in a HuddersEeld Police Station reporting a crime to that same Criminal Investigation and on that

Crime Number - in re his own vaccine injuries (so severe he can no longer work but still afraid he'll be kicked off the professional

register for reporting to the Police) and also the injuries of some of his clients.

brandnewtube.com/watch/uk-pharmacist-speaks-out-on-vaccines-reporting-..  Sir Walters Scott: 'Oh what a tangled web we weave....
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for posting, Sue!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We must congratulate the Croatian MEP for denouncing the serious damage of "vaccines" and those who denounce the people

who are allowing this genocide, and praise the Doctors who are punished for using early treatments and life-saving protocols. Dr.

Sam White and his legal team are seeking justice against the UK government, which they say is ignoring known security risks

associated with the Wuhan coronavirus "vaccines." PJH Law says it has "signiEcant and irrefutable evidence" of wrongdoing, and

the Metropolitan Police reportedly accepted this evidence as part of the Eled complaint. A crime reference number for

“Misconduct in Public Service” was then issued and a designated oVcer from the department was assigned to handle it.

"Various government departments and, in particular, people in public and government positions have been singled out as

criminals and we have evidence to support this." www.theepochtimes.com/uk-government-oVcials-face-police-investigatio..  Dr.

Meryl J.

Nassen, (yesterday's report) who has been practicing for 25 years recently had her license temporarily revoked and is now forced

to see a "board selected psychologist" all because she was caught prescribing hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) and ivermectin for

Wuhan coronavirus. Nass, and presumably others like her, are being persecuted for trying to save lives. Nass is now required to

“submit to a neuropsychological evaluation by a board-selected psychologist on February 1, 2022,” the reports explain, and she

must pass the evaluation to regain her license. harbingersdaily.com/doctor-loses-license-must-have-psych-evaluation-fo..  
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sue, appreciate your link to hear the MEP standing up for our rights by telling Macron where to put his vaccine passports. Along

with Trudeau, Merkel and others, Macron is a graduate of the Klaus Schwab School for Young Politicians, so would have been

successfully brainwashed decades ago. Evidence contradicting the entrenched beliefs of victims of group psychosis makes no

impact, no matter how convincing or indisputable. Have you ever heard of a Nazi who says “Sorry, I was wrong, I apologise”?

No, because their brain, personality, soul - or all three are lost, irretrievably. In old fashioned terminology, they are mad. But as

somebody on this column reminded us recently, “Those whom the gods would destroy, they Erst make mad”. I just wish the gods

would get a move on with the destruction bit.

 “Let’s be clear about one thing: No one grants me freedom for I am a free person.” These were the immortal words of German

MEP Christine Anderson, in her inspiring speech earlier this month as six MEPs protested against Vaccine Passports. Her entire

speech is worth reading and I have printed copies of it hopefully to circulate to others to remind them why they too must protest

and declare freedom as their birthright.  off-guardian.org/2021/10/30/watch-meps-protest-vaccine-passports/  
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Scott is halfway there. See Isaiah 59 KJB....and Revelation in its entirety. (you'll need a grasp on the full counsel, the content of

the previous 65 books to grasp most of the terminology though) Their webs shall not cover on that Day swiftly approaching.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the Erst minute of the vid, Seneff mentions TWO of the innate immune systems we are born with: the mucosal lining of the lungs; the

endothelial lining of our blood vessels...but there's a third: the mucosal lining of our GI tracts...the THREE innate immune sys'es we're

born with... The neglected mention is the reason dr. Sabine Hazen of Ventura Clinical Labs says 15% of us are immune to covid, due to

the biEdo bacteria population in our GI microbiomes (source: Dr. McCullough and www.medrxiv.org/.../2021.09.02.21262832v1  ).

Some anatomists may argue that the endothelial lining of our blood vessels is a "deeper level" of the GI tract immune system, since the

GI tract is the gate to whatever is channeled to the liver…they are probably right…an argument can also be made that the LIVER has its

own immune system operation and "defensive cell players" in the optimally healthy human…
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right? If gut health is 90% of our immune & mental system, wouldn't gut health be a foundation point to prevent not just Covid,

but all disease? Leaky Gut, gut issues very strongly associated with Autism, along with mental illness & so many other things.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks CMT, Also consider that the microbiome has a clear impact on the severity of Covid-19. SpeciEc proEles of pre-existing

lung microbiota that allow excessive viral proliferation may increase disease severity and the increased possibility of

virus-induced illness. COVID-19 could act as a Enal trigger leading to a new onset of autoimmunity in individuals with a

pre-existing microbial composition prone to autoimmunity. COVID-19 severity and outcomes were also associated with the gut

microbiome.

Testing plasma for gut microbiome and gut permeability markers showed higher levels of gut permeability markers, as well as

higher rates of gut microbiome in the bloodstream of COVID-19 patients. The authors concluded that their results are the reason

behind bacteremia and worse outcomes in COVID-19 patients. www.jacionline.org/.../fulltext  (2021) Compared to mild

COVID-19 patients, severe patients had signiEcantly lower bacterial diversity and abundance of Actinomyces, Prevotella, Rothia,

Streptococcus, Veillonella. Eight potential biomarkers, including Treponema, Lachnoanaerobaculum, Parvimonas, Selenomonas,

Alloprevotella, Porphyromonas, Gemella, and Streptococcus, were found to distinguish mild COVID-19 patients from severe

COVID-19 patients.

Actinomyces and Prevotella genera were negatively correlated with age and days of hospitalization. Admission to the Intensive

Care Unit (ICU), neutrophil count, and lymphocyte count were signiEcantly correlated with different genders in the two groups.

assets.researchsquare.com/Eles/rs-1237564/v1/9ccc6eb0-d209-4dbe-8614-..  (2022)
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ruskar
Joined On 12/7/2007 9:42:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for posting that website. A lot of good information is there.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The absolute best way to keep your friendly _ora healthy and working in your gut and small intestine is simple: feed them 1 cup

of organic sauerkraut a day, and 2 tsp of organic apple cider vinegar twice a day forever.
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CMT367 - started taking biEdo whenever I remember, after initially heard this tidbit of missing microbes a while back from Dr.

McCullough. Suspected round up or glyphosate residue (even if mostly organic) could be robbers at the root of missing biEdo,

not enough time to research further, so thanks for that link!
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why doesn't anybody ever talk about all the different emulsiEers in most food products as well as in the various supplements,

such as magnesium stearate. Check labels and you may be shocked. EmulsiEers render membranes useless. No one talks about

it.
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CMT: interesting about good gut health and having more protection against Covid. My 71 year old sister-in-law was in closed

contact with me the day before I came down with Covid. She never got it, and I should also mention she’s not vaxxed and does

not wear a mask in stores or at her grandchildren’s sporting events unless she’s reprimanded. She does take probiotics TWICE a

day…so looks like there’s something to this!
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marvsannes
Joined On 12/25/2020 4:35:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I _unked the hearing test for the Draft Physical in April, 1965. That afternoon a Dr. in Army uniform told me why they don't Draft people

with "thick ear-drums, you will need hearing aids at a young age, avoid gun shots and loud music..." Consequently I've paid very close

attention to my hearing ever since (I'm 77 and no hearing aids). When the _u-shot craze began in the 70's or 80's, I got one, and had

tinnitus for about 5 yrs. and never made the connection to the _u shot until I attended a national ear doctors' convention at PDX's Hilton.

A morning was to be presentations on tinnitus so I dressed up like a Conventioneer, made the drive, snuck-in, and heard a doctor make

a presentation connecting vaccinations to tinnitus - this was in the late 80's. The tinnitus went away about 5 yrs. after that convention

and has not returned. I've never had any shot, of any kind, since that episode.
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Marvsannes: thanks for the info regarding tinnitus! As someone who grew up in a apartment building, our parents always made

us “keep the noise down”. I never listened to loud music nor was I raised around guns. However, I did develop tinnitus later in

life…now I’m wondering if it was all the _u shots I was required to take working as an RN in a hospital for 22 years!
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would suggest to anyone with ear "ringing", who suspects tinnitus, to have a safe and simple ultrasound of the carotid arteries

performed, and check for partial vascular blockage around the proximity of the ears, causing a possible wheezing sound. It

seems to be my problem, and I can tell the difference between a rare tinnitus ringing occurrence VS the ringing-like wheezing in

the artery behind and close to my left ear, that comes and goes unpredictably.
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Dr.Steven
Joined On 6/10/2012 1:04:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This research coheres well with Bart Classen's articles on the risk of prion disease and Parkinson's In a sane world, not overcome by

Mass Formation Psychosis and with morally upright news media, Dr. Seneff's research, along with work by Drs, McCullough, Malone,

and others, would be publicly discussed and debated, not censored and denigrated. Now the mainstream "fact checkers" (=viewpoint

enforcement) are defending the Great Reset! Clearly, as documented in so many excellent articles by Dr. Mercola, the Globalist

Technocrats are holding sway but perhaps the dam is beginning to burst. The British Medical Journal is now demanding release of

safety data from the vaccine manufacturers (see this link:

www.theepochtimes.com/british-medical-journal-demands-immediate-releas..  ), the massive global protests continue (including

today's rally in Washington), and with Omicron "breakthroughs," more vaccinated people are realizing they've been lied to.

Ireland joined England in dropping Covid restrictions and passports. Yet, Austria, Australia, France, and Italy--even the Vatican with our

globalist pope--continue to push the jabs.  Sadly, it may take the expected rise in neurological diseases and cancers attributed to the

vaccines to start waking people up, especially when the tragedy hits home personally. In the meantime, those of us who refuse need to

remain steadfast and vigilant, despite the short-term costs and demonization, to protect our health and thwart the globalist agenda.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whoa, 833 comments in the side bar of that link!!  Dr Steven, here's an article on Steve Kirsch's substack, just 4 you! -

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/the-narrative-is-falling-apart-piece  
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Why would you have to give midazolam and remdesivir? Why would you have to fake the tests? Why give Enancial incentives to

hospitals to diagnose covid-19? Because you didnt have a real infectious agent." Fauci ordered remdesivir protocol in America;

Whitty ordered midazolam protocol in the UK - the Erst wave.
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gh`nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Question for Dr M or anyone else in the know. This was posted on CHD by James Higginbotham III : Ladies and gentlemen, here's how

the so called vaccines work: 1) the Erst shot is watered down, but still kills 25% of your white blood cells never to be regenerated; 2) the

second shot is more potent and destroys another 50% of your white blood cells, you are now at a 75% deEcit of white blood cells and

the ability to reproduce replacement cells has been destroyed as well; 3) the booster shot introduces other illnesses that your body

cannot battle since your white blood cell count has been basically destroyed with not chance of producing any more...and thus, a

lifetime of illness and meds....or death. THESE VACCINES ARE POISON, THE BOOSTERS ARE POISON...STAY THE HELL AWAY FROM

THEM In todays newsletter I noticed mention of a gathering in the spleen, “bone marrow” and liver. Since blood cells are produced in

the bone marrow I thought this may have some validity.
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Clh8735
Joined On 4/14/2017 9:50:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From the start of all vaccines… we have been brainwashed to believe …THEY ARE SAFE!  Deceptive testing ..”acts” that protect

Big Pharma from liability… fake scientists like Fauci, Gallo set in places in health agencies that deter great scientiEc Endings…to

damning of homeopathic health by Rockefeller’s take over in medical schooling/training to be pharmaceutical dominant… labs to

gain of function labs that create viruses, etc, , to basically zero nutrition effectively studied; to horrible diet advice/food industry

control; to toxins continually dumped/exposed in our environment, along with 4-5G…..it’s a system designed to keep us SICK! But

lies, corrupt control of studies of va((ines/drugs in general .. kept the cycle in motion!  Repetitive messaging of drugs being

SAFE… false trust in health agencies… lack of responsibility(LAZY) of each individual for their health….to rely on government to

make decisions …has brought us to todays hell!

My whole 65 years on the planet have been negatively affected by va((ines, drugs, poor health guidance…I’m still a kick’n but

much wiser over the years of wasted conventional medicine, yet not delighted with alternatives and awakened to learn of my God

given innate immune system…how to strengthen it, avoid the toxic garbage…basically being in charge of my body.  And deEnitely

take zero va((ines of ANY kind ! Quote from Stalin…”This is how easy it is to govern stupid people, they will follow you no matter

how much pain you cause them, as long as you throw them a worthless treat once in awhile.”

This was after Stalin ripped off all the feathers off a live chicken as a lesson to his followers. He then set the chicken on the _oor

a short distance away. The chicken was bloodied, suffering immensely, yet, when Stalin began to toss bits of wheat toward the

chicken, it followed him around!  A prefect scenario of where we are now! We get told it’s all safe, give us free this/that, rely on

our health agencies/science of LIES!
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ghEnn - Dr Suharit Bhakdi has given at least 2 video lectures available on bitchute, from Christmas holiday to mid-January,

describing in laymans terms, how these shots work in the body. Posted links several times. The spike protein can get into the

lymph nodes and start killing off what he calls "sentinel t-lymphocytes", these have memory and control viral illness and cancers

that have been previously overcome, which explains why shingles or herpes or even cancers can reoccur. This is only one tidbit in

numerous issues in these clot/kill shots.
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Impairment of TLR 3, 7 and 8 (KILLER T-CELL) signaling in SARS-CoV-2 vaccines adds to a study by the Francis Crick Institute in

the UK that has found that the Wuhan coronavirus vaccine from PEzer destroys T cells and weakens the immune system. T cells

maintain immune homeostasis in humans for decades, but may also be responsible for in_ammatory or autoimmune diseases.

The role of T cells changes slightly throughout human life. In infancy, naïve T cells are critical for developing immunity against

common pathogens or antigens.

During this time, long-term stores of memory T cells are established and can be maintained into adulthood. Initial studies

indicated that there was a decrease in T cells in patients with COVID-19. This was also related to the severity of the disease,

since 70.56% of the patients who were not in the ICU had reduced levels of total T lymphocytes, CD4 and CD8 T lymphocytes. ICU

patients showed an even higher proportion, with 95% of patients showing a decrease in total T cells and CD4 T cells 100% of ICU

patients also had reduced levels of CD8 T cells www.infowars.com/posts/studies-conErm-covid-injections-destroy-t-cell..
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patients also had reduced levels of CD8 T cells www.infowars.com/posts/studies-conErm-covid-injections-destroy-t-cell..

 www.cancercenter.com/what-are-b-cells-vs-t-cells  
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Citing an article in the Journal of Bacteriology & Parasitology, Chestnut noted that “the Spike protein has deleterious effects on

telomerase, disrupting its synthesis. With this activity being inhibited, it takes time for the inevitable depletion of immune cells to

appear.” In other words, the presence of the COVID spike proteins slows down the body's ability to replenish its natural immune

system function. "This may be the characteristic 'gift' of the beak Trojan horse," Chestnut wrote. “Any short-lived immune

response is fool's gold that supersedes the immune system's ability to replenish itself.

This explains what we are currently observing in Israel.” Chesnut found after reviewing a peer-reviewed scientiEc study and a

brieEng that once the spike proteins in the vaccine actually settle in and start doing what they were designed to do, an injected

person's telomerase is inactivated. Telomerase, in case you're not aware of it, is an enzyme in human DNA that regulates aging.

As the telomeres that encapsulate DNA shorten over time, aging really starts to increase. This would suggest that the injections

are accelerating the aging process www.infowars.com/posts/covid-spike-proteins-suppress-natural-immune-re..

 www.preprints.org/.../v1  
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GhEnn: I agree the vaccines are poison, and no doubt causing havoc in those vaxxed. A relative of our was vaxxxed and boosted,

fell on the ice and hit his head. He had to have 3 brain surgeries for brain bleeds. He’s in a long term rehab now and his biggest

problem is all the blood CLOTS (many) in his legs! They were in his arms too but are resolving there. Because of brain bleed they

cannot use blood thinners for the clots. Another younger relative, a well-controlled type II diabetic, vaxxxed and boosted,

suddenly developed severe diabetic ketoacidosis and pancreatitis and was in the ICU for several days. Of course, these serious

problems will never be attributed to the poisonous jabs.
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As Dr Steph points out the censorship is incredible. Holding strong for all of two years. While the cracks are appearing, getting wider, &

longer, the Get the Jab/s Machine keeps doubling down. Big Pharma's Too Big to Fail status on its own is reason enough to restructure

the whole mess.

The enormous one-sided in_uence alone is enough to restructure the whole mess. When the Jab/s developers know all levels of side

effects from mild to catastrophic are enormous, is enough to restructure the whole mess. The Jab/s bypass the mucosal barrier of the

lungs, it bypasses the vascular barrier of the blood, into the muscle. Also, it's been disguised - are so unnatural your immune system

doesn't quite know what to do anymore.

Just like many have concerns about regular run of the mill Vaccines bypass these protective systems similar to a Leaky Gut causing

autoimmune disease, the Jab/s seem radioactive promoting the same. Our dear Dr. Science in charge of the very institution set up to

explore the causes of such things under his watch, those various dis-eases, along with HIV/Aids, we have been led to believe for

decades were to be addressed & remedies brought forth, have actually exploded. Now we have radioactive disease-causing fuel, Jab/s

thrown onto that Ere. Dear Dr. Science's experience with HIV/AIDs makes one suspect as too what he & his support network have

learned & thrown into the Witches Brew called the Jab/s.
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Cracks opening wider; www.yahoo.com/.../am-done-masks-weve-idiotic-100010292.html  
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Yes, Just, humanity is falling prey to misinformation. All diseases are treated from a holistic view and in Covid-19 metabolic

diseases and their cardiovascular implications together with conEnement measures and fear have weakened the immune system

and altered the intestinal and lung microbiome, enhancing the severity of Covid-19 .

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S1550413121000620  (2021) www.jacionline.org/.../fulltext  (2021) aip.scitation.org/.../5.0067026

 (2022) Vaccinated persons may have a negative eVcacy of the vaccine. It does not mean that the protection disappears.

It means the opposite of what you've been told: it means that the vaccines help the virus infect you (by suppressing your immune

system, probably permanently every time we're injected, according to Dr. Ryan Cole). It means they lied to us.

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../new-study-shows-vaccines-must-be  (12/25/2021) The link is very interesting with lots of

supporting evidence. For example; The SARS-CoV-2 BNT162b2 mRNA Vaccine Reprograms Both Your Adaptive and Innate

Immune Responses The vaccine damages both your adaptive and innate immune systems.

jessicar.substack.com/.../the-bnt162b2-mrna-vaccine-against  (12/16/2021) Many damages and deaths can never be

demonstrated because they act over time and not with pathologies and immediate deaths after the "vaccines". Time will increase

cases of immunodeEciency, associated with cancer that is already on the rise. The real answer behind the repeat booster is that

covid vaccines destroy the immune system and leave people absolutely helpless to mount an immune response against

pathogens. In essence, they have become vaccine-induced “AIDS” patients with collapsed immunity against everything This is

the real depopulation agenda www.brighteon.com/02ed1877-6dc1-4b6d-8f0f-ad92b54eea19  (Dec 1, 2021)
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The evil Satan worshipers days are numbered and they know it. Next they will try to push the "green new deal" robbery bull-sht

and try to destroy the planet with that garbage. Time is coming soon that the entire kabal is going to have to be destroyed, and

the evil bass-turds running it will have to be exterminated like the insects that they are.
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Juststeve: makes me sick to think Dr. Science and BG among many others are becoming Elthy rich off of the people who have

died or are permanently vaxxxed injured. The “Defeat the Mandates” rally in DC was excellent yesterday. I was crying when I

heard the v-injured speak. I applauded the doctors and everyone else who were brave enough to get up on stage and inform and

enlighten us! And I thank God that nothing evil happened to them!
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This explains why all of the residents in the LTC facility I worked at got worse, especially the dementia patients, within 1 week of the

"jab" when they received it and all the co-morbidities became worse.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen. And those small facilities who allowed non-vaccinated staff to keep operating were a 'step-down' in the good news, bad

news dance of three steps forward two steps back internationalist takeover 'transformation'.  And those who are still in there

Eghting for patients & advocating for them & family are treating all of those co-morbidities & increased symptoms with more

pharma 'solutions'. Makes me want to spit nails.
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Esther M. Cook
Joined On 5/11/2007 2:27:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So that's why misfolded prions cause other prions to misfold like dominoes falling. The open G4s in the misfolded molecule are

attracted to the guanines in the G4 areas of the regular prion proteins and rip them open, too.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm sure big Pharma is licking its chops over all the new business they created for decades. Zero accountability!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Below, is only one of a number of paragraphs, from PEzer's own internal document that states very clearly; people who took the jab, are

transmitting pathogens to others - speciEcally those who did not take the shot! If you only get your "news" from the lamestream media;

then, you can't possibly have any idea of what's really going on here! "8.3.5.3. Occupational Exposure An occupational exposure occurs

when a person receives unplanned direct contact with the study intervention, which may or may not lead to the occurrence of an AE.

Such persons may include healthcare providers, family members, and other roles that are involved in the trial participant’s care. The

investigator must report occupational exposure to PEzer Safety within 24 hours of the investigator’s awareness, regardless of whether

there is an associated SAE.

The information must be reported using the Vaccine SAE Report Form. Since the information does not pertain to a participant enrolled

in the study, the information is not recorded on a CRF; however, a copy of the completed Vaccine SAE Report Form is maintained in the

investigator site Ele." I will include the original document; in case you haven't seen it.

media.tghn.org/medialibrary/2020/11/C4591001_Clinical_Protocol_Nov2020..  
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signs9
Joined On 2/22/2013 4:13:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My brother has recently told me about him having two new health issues since getting the "vaccine" and booster.  As mentioned in the

article he suddenly has tinnitus which became so bad right before the holidays he went to several doctors to see what was causing it.

After an initial exam his doctor didn't see anything and suggested that he get an MRI where they found the beginnings of myelin

damage. Of course he just doesn't believe any of this has been caused by the "vaccine" I am surrounded (except for my husband) by

people who think like this  It's all so very upsetting.
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Covid will be over March 1, 2022. Biden will declare victory in his state of the union address. Predicting this event should

enlighten even the dimmest-witted that covid was mostly a political event.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It will come in waves of 'good news/bad news' and 'good cop/bad cop'. Trust the Lord Jesus Christ who is the only true Sun of

Righteousness with healing in his wings. The rest are merely evidencing types & stars worshipped by those who hold the truth in

unrighteousness without excuse, and professing wisdom become fools worshipping and served the creature rather than the

Creator who is forever blessed.
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Signs9: I know what you mean. Thank goodness my husband thinks like me, our 2 sons, as well as his 3 brothers and 1 sister.

The rest of family and friends are all about getting protected with the death dart. It’s very sad, but the evils want separation and

isolation to occur…it makes their job so much easier!
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well4life
Joined On 3/11/2010 6:29:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do they know yet how much of all that can affect, through 'shedding' or 'transmission', those who are close contacts ?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mike Adams, had the opportunity to speak with Dr. Christiane Northrup on the topic of vaccine "shedding" during a recent

Brighteon Conversations talk (see below) and what she had to say is nothing short of disturbing. Dr. Northrup says that

thousands upon thousands of unvaccinated women, for example, are now experiencing dramatic changes in their periods from

being around other people who were hit with Wuhan Flu Vaccines. "Clearly something is being passed on," she explained,

revealing horrifying stories about babies as young as a few months old experiencing blood clots coming out of their vaginas after

being in contact with recently "inoculated" people. “If you look at the PEzer document from the beginning, on page 67 it actually

says that 'no man should be impregnating a woman for seven weeks, and no woman should get pregnant for seven weeks,' and

they say right there because of ' skin contact 'or' sexual contact ' www.brighteon.com/2aaed9bc-aa22-4da2-bdf8-2b0f2059983a  
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well4life
Joined On 3/11/2010 6:29:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Gui. Yes, sorry, I have heard and read about those issues. I was wondering about the heart, cancer, autoimmune etc. The

situation is bad here in Qld Australia, like has been mentioned Sadly.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yet they have the nerve to claim there is no negative Jab/s impact on reproductive health.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Northrup also said that it is also unknown how long the lemmings will shed their spike proteins. (months, years, forever?)
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datadragon
Joined On 6/14/2015 6:50:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the female reproductive tract, the CD147 receptor was found in ovary, uterus, placenta, and fetal membranes. The distribution

and expression of CD147 in endometrium have been reported to be associated with the changes of women's cycle.

 academic.oup.com/.../2661526    www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0015028214001459   CD147 also regulates

several distinct functions, including spermatogenesis. CD147 is expressed during human embryonic development - CD147 plays

various important physiological roles in reproductive tissues including the placenta.

CD147 is involved in trophoblast-endometrial cell interaction, trophoblast cell invasion and syncytialization. Some of the

research is pointed to, but is technical.  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7465902  Spike shedding research I believe was covered

in this episode: www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/infertility-risks-covid-19-injections-..  
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For my body: Tinnitus was due to low thyroid or low Cu/Zn. Bell's Palsy due to bad fat/sugar/dairy/gluten. Demyelination due to low

oxygen in the brain due to gluten/dairy/soy/sugar etc.. Loss of taste/smell due to low Zinc.  Parkison's due to gluten which hurts the gut

lining where 1/2 of Dopamine is made. Alzheimer's due to brain swelling/cutting off oxygen/dairy/gluten etc.. Spike protein being like

human protein in MS some things may be like the myelin so attack the myelin. Infertile...uterus lining affected and egg/sperm by the

poison in the shot.  Graphene hydroxide may cut through tissue being like a razor and worse when strong exercise is done.

Mitochondria maybe poisoned and thyroid by the shot. The gut lining maybe also hurt so less nutrients absorb. Zn/Mg maybe lower due

to the shot.

The chaos maybe due to like Lyme which may take two weeks to really kick in strong. Lyme is another bio-weapon which also has

coninfections. Some vials had parasite. Aluminum in the shot?  PEG is a poison. Polysorbate 80 helps things get into the blood brain

barrier.Gluten may also make the blood brain barrier leak like the gut lining. LDN may help people and PQQ may help make more

mitochondria/Vit K2 may help clots/detoxing may help....milk thistle/dandelion or sweating from a sauna, but good minerals need to be

restored before and after detoxing. Probiotic may multiply B vitamins and help make neurotransmitters and detox.

Orthobiotic may help clear out the intestines. Lyme was brewing for two weeks and then hit me fast...dizzy/unable to walk...had to

crawl. I could not eat...gut lining was hurt and had diarrhea and got dehydrated. I didn't know what it was or I would have known how to

help it.  Those who have gluten issues, but never realized it was a problem may get hurt by the shot more. Ozone may help kill

bacteria/yeast mostly and maybe help parasites/viruses. How to block the RNA from getting into the cells and stop the nonstop making

of the Spike protein is needed.
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beth_any_1960
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:35:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just want to report to anyone with similar situation: my daughter who is 5+ years post lung transplant now, had Covid In April of 2021.

Mostly headache. She is on immunosuppressants She didn’t get the jabs She got over it but does feel she has some lasting side effects

-brain fog and tiredness.
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is are no viruses, there is no contagion, there is no immune system, our body contains a complex toxin/waste

neutralisation/removal system, aided by symbiotic bacteria, and not just in the gut, but in the blood too. These jabs are a complex toxin

cocktail which damages body structures, including cells, metabolism, and the above maintenance system, in physical, chemical,

electrical, and radio-logical ways. The alleged spike protein is merely the tip of a very nasty iceberg. The damage is not merely physical

and chemical, because the body is signiEcantly electrical and wireless despite BS denial by biology and medicine eg capillary transport

works by an electrostatic linear-motor effect at the deep interface layer between water and some solids, powered by ambient energy,

and may work for other _uids than water too, this same effect can make DC batteries.
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

John Enders, the "father of modern vaccines," claimed in 1954 to have discovered a process to prove through isolation that a

virus causes measles. He used the exact same process used by every virologist today to determine if a pathological substance

called a virus is causing disease, including sars-cov-2. But Enders also said that he cannot be sure that what he isolated is from

the original sample because of all the stuff added, including monkey kidney cells. Importantly, he said that when he used

uninfected monkey kidney cells, the same cell death occurred.

The cells basically die due to starvation and possible toxic exposure. But the death of the cells happens in exactly the same

manner whether or not inoculated cells are used, every time, even today, and especially with sars-cov-2. He worked for the

Rockefellers. This is proof that the viral causation is not from anything in the inoculation substance; healthy cells are degraded

by the very process for determining viral infection and not by the virus...It therefore appears that modern medicine causes

viruses in the imagination.
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They try to sell you on the image of a spiked ball or even a mace. But graphenes conduct electricity like nothing before, and

Wuhan was the Erst city to use a 5G grid at the exact time of the supposed viral outbreak in Wuhan. It is so obvious there is no

virus; but we are under attack. Its a puzzle for sure but there is no virus There were zero excess deaths in 2020; but 40% excess

deaths during the vaccine rollout period Before coronavirus rollout March 2020, people would get sick and say "that was the

worst cold I ever had Thought I was going to die It was just awful Wouldn't wish it on my worst enemy Remember Now

hypnotized sheeple say "I had corona virus, and its real."
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beth_any_1960
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:35:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just saw a new advertisement on FOX News from the American Heart Association. A young woman-looked to be in her 20s-speaks

about her previous good health and her recent stroke. Their message-anyone can have a stroke 1 in 5 people will have a stroke Donate

$19.99 a month to help people like her Wow.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They're nothing if not CRASS.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The fact that the signal is that strong is even more remarkable when you consider that most people don't think the COVID shot could be

a variable in their cancer emergence, so they never report it." There is a glaring logical _aw in the sentence above. We are comparing

reports of cancer from vaccines to reports of cancer from vaccines. Which is apples to apples. The underreporting of cancer re the

COVID jabs applies equally to the prior vaccines. Other confounding factors include the COVID jabs are probably more highly distributed

to elderly, who are more at risk from cancer, making the above argument even more _awed. I am not defending the jabs, passing on

them was a no-brainer if ever there was one, and my wife and I are seniors. Still, logical lapses like this are impossible for me to ignore,

I just can't help it.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course you are right. Note that NONE of those being promoted in 'leaders of the resistance' etc are discussing that, rather, they

are actively steering people AWAY from that discussion, & their own professional connections to the history, while touting

pharma treatments manufactured by & beneEtting the SAME pharmaceutical manufacturers who brought us covid and covid

jabs.  Then pointing us to international 'solutions' to save us from the problem captured international entities not only

participated in & created with players embedded in many nations, but then also spread worldwide.
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annkees1
Joined On 6/19/2006 6:48:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don’t comment often but read the daily newsletter. I want to thank Dr. Mercola and those who post informative comments. Dr. Mercola,

who I have followed for two decades, is my hero.
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola gives the best nutritional advice.
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WCO4046
Joined On 7/8/2019 12:00:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

in the furure, and IF all things COVID gets to make it to hearings/trials of the 16 or so INDIVIDUALS, largely resposible for the extensive

damages across the health spectrum , and across the earths populations, there SHOYULD and needs to be a recruitment/gathering of

the hundreds, if not thousands of totally qualiEed individuals/entities to be called in to present the evidence and testimonies against, as

well as a plethora of wide variety of PERSONAL testimonies/examples of the destruction from all round the globe/ written and

video..MOUNDS of SUPPORT /evidence to BACK whatever smaller, most signiEcant concentration upon the 16 "defendants"....individual

stones form a Erm foundation for the presaentation to the world court(?) the mortar or glue/adhesive being the true SCIENCE
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and the hair of the dog that bit you is the cure.... eh? Was it not these international bodies, captured agencies by corporatist

pharm etc....who failed us so in the Erst place, and then saw to it that the 'crisis' & their pre-planned 'solution' was spread

globally? At least national captured agencies are limited in the scope of their harm and unforeseen consequences (giving a

HUGE beneEt of the doubt there)?
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I End it shcoking that Joe is still talking about "poor choices". As if he thinks that the people who are pushing us off the cliff don't know

that these jabs are deadly and aren't getting placebos for themselves and their families.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Ryan Cole at one of the summits on the shot in early fall. If you don’t know who he is; he is a pathologist and in his speech his stated

that there was a 20 percent rise since the beginning of the shot of uterine cancer deaths. 20 percent. That’s huge and no one of o

course paid attention.
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It was 20x increase! Not 20%.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Show me an intellectual person who has had the 'JAB'.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Malone got Moderna so he could travel to med conferences. He then developed serious cardiac complications and reversed

his stand on how to treat covid: no more vaxxes.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Really? Depending on your deEnition of intellectual; do you know the highest jabbed states in the USA are those that are

considered the most educated? The states with IVY League and well-thought of colleges and let’s not forget the think tanks?  The

lowest jabbed states are basically in the Mid West and the so-called poor Southern States and then there is Alaska also with a

very low percentage.

So I wouldn’t say that it is the intellectuals (again depending on your deEnition of) that are not being jabbed; I would say it is the

people with good ole common sense and think-for-themselves that aren’t receiving them. Also if you look at the states based on

faith....there is also a correlation also. Another correlation is the political demographic Republican States seem to have the

lowest jabbed rate, again for the most part. Another correlation which is being over looked is the percentage of home schooling

in the states which it seems the those states with a high percentage of home schooling are some of the lower percentage of

jabbed.

Granted I haven’t deep dived into that....but ... those who hold family and kin close .... and know what snake oil salesman looks

like. I End intellectuals, a good portion of, are very easily led by those they hold in high esteem . I also wonder if intellectuals,

again a good portion of, let fear guide them. While those with common sense when it comes to snake oil salesmen; look at what

the salesman is trying to sell, and knows a liar when they see one Give me good ole common sense over intellectualism any day

 The people who post and read Dr. Mercola have the rare gifting of a blend of both.
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Common sense isn’t so common. Some of the dumbest people I’ve ever encountered are tenured professors at Ivy League

institutions. The group of people who’ve successfully avoided the ‘vaccines’ are those who understand some science, have

common sense, but most of all, think for themselves!
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Depends upon whether you measure intellectual by degrees conferred by the master sorcerers of craft to those successfully

conditionned, initiated & sorted as 'promotable' or not; and whether dedication to what is good, true, lovely, just, etc has anything

to do with it.
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in_the_garden
Joined On 9/4/2007 10:58:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.bitchute.com/.../qA9eFux4OSZ1  This is a link to the Day 1 of the Grand Jury world wide participants of Attorneys, and a judge

who is hearing them as they discuss the harms an lies of the "pandemic"
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JohnJohn20
Joined On 4/12/2013 1:15:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are there any spiritual warfare techniques that can be used to Eght evil?
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Mehlinda
Joined On 9/28/2009 12:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nuremberg Trial has begun. This insanity will be over after those that have committed crimes against humanity will be brought to full

justice. www.bitchute.com/video/d29yTTXU9Wsa/?fbclid=IwAR3FCFLaZ2CL5X4zVa0-SUKv..
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in_the_garden
Joined On 9/4/2007 10:58:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This link i am sharing is the whole day 1, 1.5 hours. i see that your link is only 18min.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oxford: vaccine: "Any preparation of immunogenic material suitable for the stimulation of active immunity in animals without inducing

disease." Brittanica: vaccine: "A vaccine is a suspension of weakened, killed, or fragmented microorganisms or toxins or other biological

preparation, such as those consisting of antibodies, lymphocytes, or mRNA, that is administered primarily to prevent disease."

Merriam-Webster: vaccine: "a preparation that is administered (as by injection) to stimulate the body's immune response against a

speciEc infectious agent or disease" CDC: vaccine: "A preparation that is used to stimulate the body’s immune response against

diseases." Cornel Law dictionary: Vaccine: "Vaccine The term “vaccine” means any substance designed to be administered to a human

being for the prevention of 1 or more diseases." Note: none of the above deEnitions require a vaccine to be effective against the

disease(s) targeted.

Only Oxford requires it to be safe (without inducing disease). The World Health Organization deEnes COVID as "is an infectious disease

caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus." We take vaccines to provide lasting immunity against infectious agents or diseases without causing

other diseases. COVID mRNA injections contain mRNA, genetic instructions designed to manipulate human cells to produce COVID

spike proteins.

The primary purpose of the COVID mRNA injections is to stimulate human cells to create and release COVID spike proteins, which are

dangerous (not safe) to the human body, resulting in in_ammation and an immune system reaction. The intention, or secondary

purpose is the hope that these speciEc spike proteins will stimulate the immune system to Eght COVID viruses and disease without

causing damage or disease. The intention is to provide signiEcant beneEt without creating signiEcant risk. These combined positive

effects and safety goals have been claimed but not demonstrated.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Data from COVID mRNA research studies is not publicly available. COVID mRNA injections do not claim and do not provide

immunity from SARS-COV-2 infection. The package insert says "COMIRNATY is a vaccine indicated for active immunization to

prevent coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) in

individuals 16 years of age and older." No actual claim of immunity nor duration is made. These products appear to provide short

term protection from severe levels of the disease. Frequent boosters are required to maintain claimed protection but these

boosters, likewise, make no claim to provide immunity.

COVID mRNA injections can cause other diseases including anaphylaxis, blood clots, Bell's palsy, myocarditis, pericarditis, even

deaths, generally labelled "potential adverse consequences" or "side effects." There is signiEcant evidence of other diseases

stimulated or caused, including uncontrollable tremors and shaking, cancers, shingles, and immune system supression. To date

these effects are poorly studied. So called "COVID mRNA vaccines" do not look like a duck, walk like a duck, nor quack like a

duck. They are quack medicines, not vaccines.
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epailtygmail.com
Joined On 1/24/2022 7:00:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do spike proteins injected from Novax have the same potential to inhibit type 1 interferon, trigger Parkinsons, cancer, etc? Or is that

limited to mRNA injections?
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fra1531
Joined On 10/25/2016 8:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One of my aunt's (by marriage, not biological) had Parkinson's. It became so devastating for her, she couldn't even feed herself. I have

thyroid issues, so will deEnitely stay away from the Jab. I don't see anything good coming from these toxic injections at all Thank you

for continuing to speak out, Dr. Mercola  I try to spread your articles around to those that are awake!
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In summary, Dr. Sherry Tenpenny said the synthetic proteins don't have the persons toll receptors, so the rejection of the foreign look

alike protein is akin to what you get with organ rejection. The severe blood clotting dropping professional athletes could also be caused

by the hearts electrical Eeld rising in response to the physical activity, and creating a stronger attraction to self assembling

nanoparticles comprised of graphene oxides. Ignore La Quinta Columna's observations of the vaccine vials contents "self assembling"

on a slides under their 1200x microscope at the expense of possibly learning the truth. The images coming off the slides are being

compared with the literature complete with illustrations and or photos revealing biocircuitry, MAC address capabilities.

This technology was funded by DARPA who has donated a considerable amount of money to Fauci for transhuman control of humans

though 5g networks. Learn more at orwell.city. I want you to use your expertise and examine their Endings. Give them consideration and

tell the world what you think about them.

Look at the literature they provide. I think this is critical to getting to the bottom of the COVID conspiracy. If you've looked at vaccine lot

codes and come to the conclusion, like Karen Kingston, Dr. Ariyana Love and Dr. Jane Ruby that they are conducting lethal dose studies,

then ask yourself why  What is the cabals stated goal 1 Depopulation  2 The great reset The great reset also means complete Orwellian

control via internet connectivity.
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johnnymars
Joined On 8/29/2015 11:09:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are living 1984: www.redvoicemedia.com/video/2022/01/robert-f-kennedy-jr-tells-more-tru..  
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello all, Sue12 cross, Balhawk, Epicure, Juststeve, Thank you all for your responses, I wish you all, Love from the highest Source. We

are in a war and this war is multilevel and they aim to hurt many... usawatchdog.com/vax-die-off-for-next-three-years-clif-high-1-22-22/

 Cliff High is not one of my highest commenters, however, in this he excels himself.
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Meibao
Joined On 12/4/2007 4:35:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for your reply, Brian. Currently, all sea salt contains nanoparticles of plastics. I use Redmond Real Salt that comes from Utah.

It's unprocessed, unpolluted, in the USofA, doesn't use slave labor like Himalayan salt, and millions of years old, buried 300 feet in the

earth.
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Can't go wrong with it. Drink the appropriate amount of water per your body weight and lick salt to hold the water in the body so it can

hydrate the cells. Personally, I drink 6 quarts per 24 hours because that what I need to eliminate all the symptoms of dehydration. I

weight 104 pounds, am 77 years old, run a 220 acres ranch and homestead, milk goat, have 20 heads of cattle, a large garden and

orchard, chickens, and many other animals...all fed organically, of course.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Meibao, thanks for the information on salt. I have been using Himalayan salt but will discontinue and go back to Redmond Real

Salt. Sounds like you are keeping very busy. Good for you.
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phyllis20
Joined On 4/28/2011 9:46:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In reply to Dr. Seneff's question, this is what this thing is all about. Revelation 18:23, KJV: "And the light of a candle shall shine no more

at all in thee; and the voice of the bridegroom and of the bride shall be heard no more at all in thee: for thy merchants were the great

men of the earth; for by thy sorceries (original Greek: pharmakeia) were all nations deceived." On the term pharmakeia--an abstract

noun meaning sorcery, magic, the practice of magic arts. The concrete noun is pharmakon whose primary meaning is poison; its ..

JDFarag.org - prophecy update 23/1/22
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Frying your brain and other body organs  ..... Yeah 5G and other assorted RF Poisoning devises just to have your life a little more

'convenient'.....just get off your fat asss and turn off that stupid TV...LOL  

www.activistpost.com/2022/01/lecture-series-now-available-marketing-5g..  Lecture Series Now Available – “Marketing 5G and the

Internet of Things: The Betrayal of Health and the Environment”
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ehtrust.org/key-issues/cell-phoneswireless/5g-internet-everything/20-q..  
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

myemail.constantcontact.com/Two-New-Legal-Actions-by-EHT-to-the-FCC-an..  and you pay these people to do NOTHING , while

you" Fry and Dry" ???       ehtrust.org/experts-call-on-fcc-to-promptly-review-the-most-recent-sci..  
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And you get to watch while 'Junior' 'Fry&Dye' chatting for hours on his cell  ....yeah...'loving' parents
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dav9654
Joined On 1/24/2014 10:29:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think the omicron must be another GMO not a variant because it is too infectious to be natural. Don't catch it on purpose and if you did

catch it get rid of it fast.
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Sherryld
Joined On 1/18/2019 8:54:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well here's my two cents...my cousin's 57 yr husband received a donor kidney 4 years ago and had been doing reasonably well until I

recently found out he is now battling cancer (I'm not sure what kind). I know for sure he was double jabbed as he bragged about it and I

am pretty sure he is boostered as well. I also know someone who just before Christmas had a growth that was growing and had

changed colour removed from his back (36 yrs. old) and was waiting on results and coincidentally... or maybe it's not so

coincidental...another friend whose daughter is in her late teens had 3 growths removed from her back and is still nervously waiting 3

weeks later for the results of her biopsy.

Both are double jabbed. My 45 yr old sister in law received both shots and she ended up Ending a lump in her breast after the second

shot. She had a mammogram done and luckily it was not anything of concern and hopefully it stays that way. Are all of these

coincidences??
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only pandemic that originated from Wuhan 2020 was a media show. Proof is this: "spike" protein. They try to sell you on the image

of a spiked ball or even a mace. Ooooh how scary that seems - spikes..You may already know that persuasion uses tricks and the

spikes seem to be the bling that sells..There is more than one reason to be concerned with the spikes..So be very wary with this "viral"

mystery..Just saying.
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bel3292
Joined On 6/2/2021 8:41:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had a horrible outbreak of herpes a week after vaccine. Did not even know I had it. And am 60 years old shocking.
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GodsWorkInProgress
Joined On 11/5/2017 12:46:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

regarding cancer after the shots- I have a coworker whose elderly parents both developed cancerous polyps at the base of their spines

after receiving their second shots.  Her mother elected to have surgery to have her polyps removed, and developed sepsis in the

hospital which led her to being placed in a "Rehab" facility indeEnitely.  Her father had radiation, and not sure if that completely removed

them or not- but he elected to have his third booster shot some weeks ago- so not sure how that is going to go.  He now uses a cane

and she requires a Walker now Prior to the shots neither needed any mobility assistance and neither had any signs of cancer.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"It's time to admit failure": Professor Ehud Qimron, the head of the Department of Microbiology and Immunology at Tel Avid University.

swprs.org/professor-ehud-qimron-ministry-of-health-its-time-to-admit-f..  
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yeah........hattaway.........just lay down and let that Chuck-Slob kick ya in the balls...
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DavidNutzuki
Joined On 1/23/2022 3:59:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who in their right mind wouldn't be jumping off a building right now if they really believed a coming hell of billions dying from weakened

immune systems was certain it was going to happen and was now unavoidable? Dr. Zelenko it seems is the only one saying it "will"

happen and all the other experts say it "could" happen or is "unknown" what will happen. Also, Dr. Malone took two MRNA vaccines

himself and says he got COVID twice and almost died. It's in the transcript with Rogan.
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Stamprafter
Joined On 1/23/2022 3:59:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

She should self-publish. Book authors do it.
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DebraC043
Joined On 1/25/2019 7:47:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is all well and good, BUT, I did get the Erst PEzer "shot" as my husband insisted. I will NEVER listen to him again on matters of

health! My question is, I only got the Erst, NOT the second shot. Is that helpful at all?
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Esther M. Cook
Joined On 5/11/2007 2:27:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, DebraCo43, getting only one shot is a LOT better than getting two. But the most important thing--there is always a remedy.

The world is now waking up about the COVID shots. That will be followed by questioning other vaccines, and by the search for

remedies  Most of us will end up with better health than ever.
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DebraC043~ Over the past few weeks there have been a LOT of posts about what to do after having the shot(s). I know Dr.

Mercola's newsletters disappear quickly these days, but keep an eye on his newsletter, as well as the Comment Section, and I'm

sure you'll End a lot of useful information about this. As you come across them, copy/paste them into a notepad, or however you

keep track of things you wish to save. Sorry you were coerced into the shot and next time, stay strong in your convictions, as

apparently, you are being educated in maintaining a healthy lifestyle.

Also, hopefully, you are already taking some 'good' supplements. The information you will read may seem confusing, but just try

to absorb the tips and decide the things that may be most helpful for you. The most important ones you'll read about are Vitamin

D3, Zinc, Selenium, Quercetin, Vitamin C, along with a few others. And if you have questions or are indecisive about choices, you

can always ask here.

Best Wishes~
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes stopping is good...the 2nd maybe a higher dose of Spike protein and is timed so you immune system can't handle it. The

pretend vaccine is a bio-weapon/gene change/way to lower the population/way to weaken America etc and take it over by the

New World order/UN/China/"the left".
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is news? 9-11 was meant to put us in a straight jacket. COVID (9-11 2.0) was meant to give us the lethal injection.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RIGHT ON Joe-Below !!!!!!!  and Now the Culling tool 5G will cook anything left standing 5G AKA Directed Energy Weapon.....a

widespread source of RF Poisoning AKA as Covid19 or Omicron or Delta or what ever new liar Name .. OBW 5G in its SuperForm

wasted World Trade centre and the World Trade Center buildings..the unbelievable Power of Radio Frequencies and assorted

EMF.. Do the Research as to the vast power of RF .... Teslas stated EVERYTHING as a Frequency .......RF can vapourize concrete..

Your Microwave Oven can vaporize water  at 2.45 GHz.... and that's what cooks your food... remember EVERY Thing has it

frequency..

and 5G can operate are a very wide range of frequencies from 800 Megahertz to 300 GIGAHERTZ ...and 6G from 300 GHz to and

beyound the frequencies of visible light , X-rays and radio-active...Terahertz...into smaller than atoms ........splitting atoms??  and

ya think covid is a nightmare......LOL.....just wait and see.....this near future will make anything you can imagine a 'walk in da park'
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

crsreports.congress.gov/.../R46564  Media Admits 5G Energy Weapons Use Against Citizens is Real! | Principia ScientiEc Intl.

principia-scientiEc.com/media-admits-5g-energy-weapons-use-against-ci..

 projectcamelotportal.com/2020/08/30/covid-is-caused-by-tesla-tech-dire..  sgp.fas.org/.../R45098.pdf

 sgp.fas.org/.../R46925.pdf  
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tillietea
Joined On 1/7/2022 3:00:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As I read this article, my fury increased to a level I never realized existed inside me. My husband has MS and I’m quite familiar with the

myelin sheath damage that already lives in his body. To say I am against this mass experiment vaccine is an understatement. Every

time we go to a Dr appointment, we get the same speech for “people tike us” the un-vaxxed.

We smile and tell them we hear them. We do not say there’s no way in hell we’ll get the death sentence vax. My friend died 2 weeks ago

from lung cancer. Vaxxed and 53 years old.

No doubt in my mind that she may have gotten cancer later; I Ermly believe the vax exacerbated the cancer and she died 17 days after

learning she had stage 4. My concern is for my husband with MS. He is immune compromised. The myelin sheath has been damaged

40 years. When I read the article about the immune system compromises, I immediately thought of what would happen to him if he

were vaccinated I struggle to hear his doctors try to shame him into getting the vax  Has anyone heard of studies related to MS and

vaccinated people?
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, tillietea~ I'm so sorry about your husband suffering with MS, and also for the loss of your friend. First, is there any way you

could End another doctor somewhere around your area? If you could End a Naturopathic Dr. I'm sure he wouldn't be pushing the

vax. or harmful drugs.

I cannot answer your question about studies related to MS and vaccines. I wasn't going to respond, but thought I might offer a

little encouraging information that I'd known about from the past that might or might not be helpful. I'm giving a brief story of it. A

dear friend & caregiver who is also heavily involved in a healthy lifestyle, told me this about 6-7 yrs.

ago at the farmers' market when I had shared with her about someone who was quite ill. She told me of 'her' friend who had been

suffering from MS for a long time and had been in a wheelchair, with a grim outlook for her future. Someone had advised her to

try the Keto Diet, which she decided to do, was very faithful with it, and was now able to walk once again and had gained back

most of her normal life. I've always remembered that, as it was so encouraging and could be helpful for someone else.

Here is one link (there are many) about the importance of Vit. D3 for someone with MS.

www.organicconsumers.org/news/vitamin-d-deEciency-prevalent-multiple-..   One more thing; a lot of years ago I remember

reading/hearing NOT to take more than 400 IU of Vit.D or Vit. A as it was dangerous. Most of us here realize that was so wrong,

and especially for people who don't get enough exposure to the good old sun.

I wish you the very best.
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have MS. See what I do on my proEle...click on my name. Dairy/gluten maybe the cause due to low sunlight heritage. I now have

Lyme/coinfections. Getting the shot is not good.

MS doctors told their MS people to get the shot. Many are on immune suppressing drugs which to me is not good, but some don't

make antibodies then and maybe they are ok. Now neurologists will be busy with all the people hurt by the shot. LDN may help

MS and heal the myelin along with progesterone/Vit B12 methylcobalamin shot/good fats etc..
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sharkloon
Joined On 4/18/2007 10:35:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope this video is accessible in your Library. I've followed you and Dr. Seneff on the Parkinson's dimension (present-future explosion)

and expect her research will be the core foundation!
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bootsallen
Joined On 3/8/2020 2:47:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I still cannot wrap my head around the fact that a pharmacist is the one giving people these shots. Why aren’t they being administered

in a doctors oVce? Trust me, I haven’t had my shot and don’t intend on it. My four children have not ever been inoculated so you can

lump me under “I don’t trust them” but the whole pushing these shots at all the “marts” is just insane and people have lined up to get

them  I pray every single day that the truth will be revealed  Honestly though, I looked up to see if (in the state I reside in) it was legal for

a pharmacist to give a shot, and it is not If pushed I’m sure they would say “But it’s emergency authorized” which I am so tired of

hearing.
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kirstenblain
Joined On 4/7/2020 4:26:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have had a re-emergence of one of the mentioned diseases: I did have a lab conErmed positive COVID test with multiple exhibited

symptoms. I did not have the COVID jab (I am very against the jab and to date I have not taken it). I strongly believe that I caught COVID

from being in close quarters with close to a hundred folks that did have the jab within 1-3 days of a Efteen day period. (Military training)
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes...the vaccinated can shed the Spike protein and masks don't stop this. 99.7% may survive the infection Zn/Mg/Esh oil/Vit

C/Vit A/Vit D3/sunlight/herbs/mushrooms/onion/garlic/low sugar/no gluten may help the immune system. Dairy may also hurt

people. I take Osteoprocare instead of dairy.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 10:34:12 PM

, Like  - Dislike

 

chieromancer
Joined On 3/27/2008 6:27:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you are a health care worker who won't get jabbed, don't quit! Wait to get Ered, so you have some legal recourse.  I don't like to

entertain conspiracy theories, but I started thinking. What if 99% of doctors and nurse get jabbed, then they start getting sick. Who's

going to care for them?

Who's going to care for the rest of us? There won't be enough healthy, unjabbed HCW to care for everyone. Will there be a world where

the majority of people are so ill, there's nothing the unjabbed can do but watch them die? It sounds like a bad movie.

This is why children should not be jabbed, so there will be some hope for humanity.  We should all be chanting, "Never again. Never

again."

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 9:20:25 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They had no sympathy for the unvaxxed. Just push their convulsing bodies to the side and walk on by.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/24/2022 9:49:45 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

Emilyette
Joined On 5/31/2007 12:17:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Besides autism I think the vax causes leukemia in children. Dr. Andrew Moulden studied vax for years He found that every vax caused

damage. You can see in the children's faces that they have had a mini stroke  Dr. M was about to announce something when he

'mysteriously' died.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 8:40:49 AM
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Leukemia maybe due to gluten/vaccines/radiation etc.. Too many vaccines total/too young/too many vaccines at one time. 50

vaccines from birth to kindergarten. Day one has Hept B shot and Vit K shot.

Hept B shot crosses the blood brain barrier and gave MS symptoms to people in France. The vaccines may not help and may hurt

with retro viruses/mercury/Aluminum etc and add now this shot which is a bio-weapon/gene change/way to lower the population

like the rest. IQ is less in those who get the vaccine. The _u shot maybe higher dose now and and elderly may die two weeks

after the _u shot or shingles/pneumonia shots.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 10:38:52 PM
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

May they ALL rest in pieces! Moderna stock down $130 BILLION (67%):

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/moderna-stock-crashes-losses-top-130-..  

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 8:36:11 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for your link, I knew their stock was tumbling, did not see the latest. What a drop in value, eh?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 3:14:38 PM

, Like  - Dislike

 

otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amazing ride on the Moderna stock train. From a high of $484/share last August to $160/share last Friday. May that high speed

Moderna train crash and burn.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/24/2022 2:24:17 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci and Gates must of sold off all their shares to cause such a crash.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/24/2022 9:47:10 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent article. And that nobody even in Big Expensive Pharma are actively refuting any of this (yet) should further justify those that

have said NO to jab and give all the rest pause for lather, rinse and repeat.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 8:25:35 AM
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the jab doesn’t kill or maim you then perhaps this newly approved home treatment by the FDA will. Governments around the globe are

literally murdering us out in the open and we keep falling for it. WTH is happening?

m.theepochtimes.com/us-regulators-clear-remdesivir-for-covid-19-outpat..  

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 8:24:38 AM
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is what happens inside a One World Govt. We woke up on Nov 4 2020 after the Enal blow (Insurrection of USA) and found

ourselves, like Dorothy, not in Kansas anymore.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 8:29:30 AM
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EllieKB
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:13:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am not jabbed. I am 72 and got Covid in Dec…took ivermectin and did the monoclonal …..I lost my taste and smell…it’s been over a

month…what can I do to jump start it?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 8:24:11 AM
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s a deep sinus in_ammation that doesn’t affect breathing so it isn’t obvious. Continue eating a non in_ammatory diet, exercise,

sauna if possible. I’m in the same boat. I don’t have access to a sauna but I can exercise and eat clean  Best to you!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 8:27:09 AM
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Try Querticin (500 mg pill) and Zinc daily for a few weeks. Safe and effective.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 8:31:37 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My brother (54) had the same thing, it lasted for many months (no smell). Eventually it went away. Stay strong and positive.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 8:31:52 AM
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'd try ClO2 (Chlorine Dioxide, MMS1, CDS) as it has worked for just about everything else including curing CoV 2 itself. Alive and

Healthy website has good articles on the subject (and many other topics) if you're interested.

 alivenhealthy.com/2021/12/27/jim-humbles-classic-protocol-1000-basic-m..   Chlorine Dioxide and Reactive Oxygen Species

Medicine: Basic Overview  alivenhealthy.com/2021/10/27/reactive-oxygen-species-medicine-basic-ov..  

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 9:11:28 AM
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Monoclonal antibodies are going to turn out to cause disease in the long run. Watch Dr Madej's videos about it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 10:21:28 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It took about 10 months to completely get it back.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 10:30:08 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Instead of plain quercetin, see if you can End di-hydroquercetin. Stronger, supposedly works (esp in combination w higher doses

of vit C) to grab onto spikes and help assist out of the body. Its not easy to End, you may need to get someone's sinus formula to

End included. (Don't ask where I learned this - somewhere in a long interview near the end of 11 days of the recent reboot of

Covid Secrets online - whatever, makes a lot of sense, especially when combined with a lot of Vit C)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 3:19:46 PM

, Like  - Dislike

 

MannaFood
Joined On 9/7/2011 7:22:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Search Vitamin A drops for smell loss. There are current studies going on right now to use them for Covid. You should be able to

buy Vitamin A drops at any health food store.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 4:10:58 PM

, Like  - Dislike

 

grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"MannaFood", "Search Vitamin A drops for smell loss. There are current studies going on right now to use them for Covid...."

Approach Vit A with caution, as it builds up over time and saturates in the body. There is much written online of it's toxicity. "The

poison is in the dose." nutritiondetective.com/toxicity   ~~  www.thehealthboard.com/what-is-vitamin-a-toxicity.htm  

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 5:38:19 PM

, Like  - Dislike

 

Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Zn may help test/smell. Zn/Mg/Esh oil/Vit C/Vit A/Vit D3/sunlight/herbs/mushrooms/garlic/onion/low sugar/no

gluten/Osteoprocare instead of dairy may help the immune system/infections.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 10:40:55 PM

, Like  - Dislike

 

phlattus
Joined On 8/24/2018 8:11:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m wondering how this is going to effect the blood supply, if you need blood in an emergency situation or for whatever reason and you

don’t want that mRNA crap in you - what do you do ?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 8:22:10 AM
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was talking about this with my son. I stopped donating blood shortly after covid began bc I don’t trust anyone with a needle

these days. If I disclose I’m not vaxx’d do they save that for the non vaxx’d federal government use or who is privileged to use it? I

surely would not want infected vaxx blood.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 8:30:44 AM
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can go to a participating blood bank and store your own blood for a small fee. Do this and you will not have to worry about it.

I am not sure how often you have to replace it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 10:28:20 AM
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Autologous and directed blood donations: www.redcrossblood.org/donate-blood/how-to-donate/types-of-blood-donati..  ~~

hospitals.vitalant.org/Products-Services/Labaratory-Services.aspx  

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 1:32:12 PM
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Phlattus, yes I thought about that, and maybe the evils did as well. Will the blood be coded vaxxxed and unvaxxed. And if you’re

NOT vaxxxed and need blood they give you the vaxxxed cells?!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/24/2022 7:07:10 AM
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

COVID-19 is a global event with (the appearance) of strong coordination and planning. What does that reveal about "The Powers That

Be?"        Some links.      www.theepochtimes.com/israel-one-of-most-vaccinated-countries-in-the-w..        

 www.theepochtimes.com/nearly-half-of-democrats-would-back-temporary-de..  

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 7:57:18 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This Erst link describes the deEnition of insanity - doing the same thing over and over, expecting a different result! This shot is

not even tuned to Omicron, this is the booster showing negative eVcacy over time...assuming this is one reason behind the high

number of cases.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 3:22:36 PM
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cobbmom
Joined On 1/23/2022 7:36:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would love for you do to more articles about how the spike protein from Covid infection affects us, for those of us who have caught it

(some of us more than once). What can we expect long term from having had the spike protein from Covid infection in us? Does our

body completely clear it? IF we lost our sense of smell when infected, will we have a much higher risk of Parkinson's, autoimmune

disorders, etc?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 7:40:33 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does just having Covid cause tinnitus? I had it last February and have had tinnitus ever since. I’m so glad that I didn’t get the death jab. I

knew from the start that something Eshy was going on It makes me wonder what’s going to happen to the people I know that got it.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 7:31:23 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes via in_ammation of the cranial nerves, primarily the 8th or auditory nerve. Take 5000 to 8000 IU vitD 3 to help optimize your

immune system to manage the in_ammation.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 9:04:44 AM

, Like  - Dislike
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you StarPower . Sometimes when I take vitamin d it seems like I’m allergic to it

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 10:15:54 AM
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Mooney93
Joined On 4/6/2010 8:43:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi tallulah3, I know how horrible tinnitus can be - I found it to be maddening. I hope this doesn't violate this site's protocol....We

live in the US and we are in our 60s, healthy BMIs, active (walkers/hiking), no other meds, no vaccines. We eat mostly pasture

raised meat & eggs, organic veggies, healthy fats, no grain, very little sugar and Elter our water. I think had C-virus in the summer

of 2021, I didn't get tested but my recent antibodies test says that I was exposed at some point.

I had some lingering symptoms including pulsatile tinnitus, heart palpitations, fatigue and maybe a few more. I suspect that my

husband, who has a history of being at the low level of normal platelets, had C-virus at the same time. His already low platelet

level was halved. We have begun taking the following protocol.

Within days my symptoms were gone, my husband's blood platelet levels will be retested soon. EZ Melt Multivitamin + Iron

(husband) - 2 caps per day Cardio for Life (me) Multi-vitamin - 2 caps per day Pure Vitamin D - (him 10,000 ius day, me much

less, his last known level was very low and mine was very high) Vitamin C (1,000 mg/day) (we may drop this) Life Extension

Vitamin K1 and K (Super K ) - 1 cap per day Jarrow Zinc Balance (zinc + copper) - 1 cap per day Life Extension Selenium + E - 1

cap per day Source Naturals Activated Quercetin 1 g in 3 tablets (contains other supplements) - 2 tabs per day Iodoral 12.5 mg -

1 cap per day (I suspect we both have issues with low iodine) Now 600 mg NAC - 1 cap per day Cellfood drops - we're working on

incorporating this, 16/24 drops per day in our Eltered water The Herb Doctor Adrena-Alive (me only) - 4 caps per day for

fatigue/insomnia I am not a medical professional and I have no Enancial interest in any of these.  This protocol is expensive, so

experiment with some supplements and End what works for you, magnesium or a Cardio multi only?  Your body wants to heal

itself.

God bless.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 10:32:14 AM
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have had this sporadically. This past week, beginning Tuesday, ending Thursday was nasty. This is why I suspect 5G and

selective energy weapon attack & direction is part of this whole world takeover scenario. Get ready for some of the other aspects

of what they called Project Blue Beam when it was Erst leaked.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 11:10:29 AM
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fundamental I bet 5 G is part of it . I haven’t heard of project blue beam

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 11:59:00 AM

, Like  - Dislike

 

Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It may lower the thyroid and Cu/Zn which may cause the ears to ring. The ringing maybe permanent damage, but is great help.

When ears ring you know your body is getting help. When they stop ringing nutrients maybe missing.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 10:03:04 PM

, Like  - Dislike

 

Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ears ringing maybe permanent due to thyroid or Cu/Zn being lower. Zn/Mg/Esh oil/Vit D3/sunlightVit

C/herbs/mushrooms/onion/garlic etc may help the immune system. People who got the shot depending on the dose may get

clots/heart attacks/dementia/cancer and more. God bless!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 10:45:42 PM
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resurgum
Joined On 8/9/2020 10:10:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sin-ser-tin

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 6:48:48 AM
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mwoiceshyn
Joined On 1/23/2022 6:17:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are additional mechanisms to explore than with the mRNA medicines, namely with the use of toxic adjuvants. See

mwoiceshyn.substack.com - Graphene Hydroxide and Quaternary Amine Lipids

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 6:24:03 AM
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Saitama
Joined On 1/24/2018 10:04:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Seneff is a legend! She has done so much for health-science truth and continues to do more! The reasons why our system is so

corrupt at higher levels is because power corrupts and corporations are by far the most powerful entities on the planet. Their structures

are designed to gain and keep wealth and power and distribute responsibility so the people participating might have an idea what

they're doing and why it's wrong, but no one person feels wholly responsible for the evil the corporation commits. They're even required

to put proEt over everything else in many cases, and are just doing what whoever else might be in their position would do. Beyond

corporations, there is the consensus they can afford to manufacturer, and members of many institutions all drink the kool-aid, believing

in our institutions and that we would never put money over the health of our children There is also indoctrination language, which

allows people to label those whose perspective might challenge their paradigm as so wrong that there is no need to listen to them at all

(antivaxxer, conspiracy theroist, etc) Those are my thoughts

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 4:57:02 AM
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Annyapples
Joined On 12/30/2021 2:50:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for all the clear information you publish. It gives us the strength to keep Eghting this thing.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 3:22:05 AM
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We don't know how many children are dying from this jab in QLD, so many people are encouraging this behaviour (jab kids) that will/can

kill these kids. They are still jabbing kids and we don't know how many have died. This is criminal.

www.bitchute.com/.../JtyeJWGkakQ9  

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2022 2:50:12 AM
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Mroovah
Joined On 8/5/2017 12:06:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"How is type-1 interferon suppressed by the jab? It's suppressed because type-1 interferon responds to viral RNA, and viral RNA is not

present in the COVID shot. The RNA is modiEed to look like human RNA molecule, so the interferon pathway is not triggered. Worse, the

interferon pathway is actively suppressed by the large number of spike proteins produced from the mRNA in the shot, and by the

microRNAs in the exosomes released by the stressed immune cells."

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/22/2022 11:56:35 PM
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